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ABSTRACT

Canada has a long and outstanding history of commitment toUnited Nations peacekeeping operations. Much has changed in theworld in the forty years since canada's initial invol_vóment, yetthe machinery of government remains static. Al-though the executivehas changed significantly with each new Prime ¡¿iniéter how has theparliamentary obligation to the House of Commons chanqed over t.his
time?

By analysing the particul-ars of the Prime Ministers involved.,variances in the decision-making process wirl be exprained.Analysis of the House of Commons debates will reveal its role inthe decision-making process and how contentious an issue
peacekeeping has been - and has become.

Despite radical variations in government organizat.ion anddecision-making style, each government chose to commit troops topeacekeeping operations. Debate within the House of Commons
demonstrates that although the executive decision-making process
changes from Prime Minister to Prime Minister, peacekeeþiñg is aunifying issue which has warranted the abandonment of established
formal-ized procedure .
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis will- examine three decisions of the Canadian

qovernment to all-ow Canadian military personnel to be sent to
participate in United Nations peacekeeping operations (UNpKOs).

The three decisions to be analyzed are: the decision made in 1'956

to commit troops to the united Nations Emergency Force (UNEF r),
the decision made in I973 to participate in t.he second United
Nations Emergency Force (UNEF II), and the decision made in lgg2 to
send troops for use in the United Nations Protection Force in
Croatia (UNPROFOR).

These three decisions are particularty appropriate for such a

study. First, all three relate to a classic form. of peacekeeping

as an operation in which the belligerent parties agïee to be

separated by a neutral- U.N. force acting as a buffer while efforts
are made to resolve the situation by peaceful negotiation. Second.,

al-I three were decisions involving a major peacekeeping commitment
hr' ñãh1/.1 - rFhjy^ +1â^ Ã-Dy uanaQa. rrrrrLr./ Lrre uecrsl-ons were taken by three dif f erent
Canadian governments in three different decades. For these reasons.

these three deci-sions are thus particularly appropriate as a basis
for a comparative study.

The canadian government has, for the last forty years, been a

strong supporter of UNPKOs. The manner in which each prime

Minister conductted their government may have affectted the
decision-making process regarding such issues. rt is within the
House of Commons that each government must defend their decision
and the process through which it was derived.

tIl_



Analysis of the debates concerning involvement in UNPKOS will

illustrates areas of contention and agreement. Plottíng the course

of these debates in three cases, spanning thirty six years, will

demonstrate how the issue of peacekeeping has changed and how the

parJ-iamentary reguirements regarding participation have also

changed.

The first chapter of the thesis will open with a brief

description of the structure of Canadian government and the process

through which Canadian foreign policy is made. This analysis

represents an attempt to understand the political structure in

which decisions regarding peacekeeping are made and how those

individuals are held accountable. Attention will then be turned to

the theoretical basis for the study.

This discussion will briefly review various contending

theories of foreign poticy decision-making, evaluating their

appropriateness or inappropriateness for this study. This review-

witl demonstrate that the individual decision maker is the most

appropriate unit of analysis. The discussion will then proceed to

elaborate the most important concepts to be utilized. Prominent

among these will be the notion of decision-making, perceptions and

values. Having discussed the meaning and relevance of these

r-onr-entq. the-- -..i I 1 +r^^- l¡e nl ar-ed wi thin a f ramework for theuvlf uçy LÐ / Llrey WI-LJ- LIICII !ç ylquçu w ! I

analysis of the decision-making process which will be applied to

the case studies.

Each case studv will constitute one chapter of the thesis and

wilt have the same format. For each case study it is the Prime

l_v-



Minister who ultimately bears the responsibility for choosinq

between alternatives. Understanding how the P.M. conducts himself
in the decision-making process generally and specifically regarding

foreign affairs will demonstrate the effect he has on the process.

After providing background to the decision being considered, the

decision will then be placed within the context of the House of
Commons. It is here that competing values will be voiced and the

decision-making process itself criticized.
Chapters two, three and four will concern themsel-ves with the

folrowi-ng respectively: the decision made by the st. Laurent

government in 7956 to commit troops to UNEF I; the decision made by

the Trudeau government in 1,973 to participate in UNEF rr; and the

decision made by the Mulroney g'overnment in L992 to send troops for
use in UNPROFOR. In each case, information will- be drawn from

monographs, schol-arly articles and the memoirs of those involved.
The most important information wil-] come from the public record in
the form of the House of Commons debates.

The fifth and final chapter wilt provide a comparative

analysis of the governments involved. The valuesr perceptions and

motivations for their decision will be contrast.ed. The decision-
making process itself witl be analyzed and how the roles chanqed

between governments. Finally, Lhe nature of the debates within the

House of Commons wil-I be compared and contrasted to determine what

has changed over the intervening years.
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The Canadian Government and Foreiqn pol_icv

When considering the making of Canadian foreign policy there
are a number questions concerning the nature and structure of the
Canadian government which must be answered before beginning a

detailed analysis. The first is where within the structure of the

Canadian government are foreign policy decisions made? This witl
determine what the appropriate unit of analysis shourd be.

The second is, how is accountabitity promoted within the structure
of the canadian government? The third and final question is, given

the structure of the Canadian government, what is the appropriate
theoretical- emphasis and analytical framework to properly

understand and appreciate the decision-making process? Once such

fundamental- questions have been answered the discussion may then

move on to analyze specific decisions concerning Cänadian

participation in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations (UNPKOs).

As an analysis of canadian foreign policy this study will
limit itself to those individuals and orqanizations within the

canadian Government invol-ved in the making of foreign policy
decisions. These include the prime Minister, cabinet, and the

Minister for External Affairs. The House of Cómmons and the
nffi¡i='l ^ññOSitiOn are alqo imnrrrtanl dUe tO the'ir sner-i¡lvÀ/t/vJrurvr¡ q!ç qrJv rlrryvl LqtlL uuç Lv LfIç!! Ðl/ççlq1

relationship to the executive. Each of these institutions plays a

part in the creation of Canadian foreign policy so must be

understood in order to determine their role in the decision- makinq

UIUUEJS.
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The strucLure of the Canadian government is important to the

study of foreign policy decisions because it is within this
framework that individuals and orqanizations alike must function.

As Hermann states,

it is important to establ-ish how power is
distributed among the participants. If there is
an hierarchy in which one individual is dominant
and aII others subordinate to him, then the decision
unit tends to be dominant in both crisis and non-
crisis situations. l

This analysis is an attempt to understand the political structure

in which decisions are made to determine who makes decisions

regarding peacekeeping and how they are held accountabl-e.

Most analysts of the Canadian political system agree that,

"the single most important institution of the Canadian federaf

government is the Cabinet, selected and presided over by the Prime

Minister. "2 These two institutions are at the centre of the

Canadian political system.3 They provide initÍative and leadership

on matters of national policy. a

It is often said that a Prime Minister is the
first among equals, but this is untrue because
he has no equals. The idea does contain some
truth; it calls attention to one important
aspect of this relationship, namely, that the
other ministers are the colleagues of their
chief and not his obedient and unsuestioninq
subordinates . s

The powers of the Prime Minister (P.M.) spring from his position of
nri man¡¡ i n +hc rrnr¡ornmanJ- feinf OfCed hV h.i S I p¡¡lp¡cl-ri n nf f l-,au !u!r¡!v!vçu uy ¡r!J Iuquv!ÞltIv uI LlIc

mainri frz n¡rl.-' "ì^'i^L -ì'lr¡ n'.'o- 'i+^'ne-i¿rrifrz tn h.i^ 1^3^^rõÌa.iñrttqJvtrLJ yqrLy/ wlIIUlJ. LrÞud.IJ-y L,we5 ILS lL.-J.--*-l ^.-S Igd.(].e]I'SILfF.)

during the last election.6 The most important. decisions of foreign
policy are either made or approved by the Cabinet.7
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Each member of the Cabinet as an individual mini-ster, is
resnôn.q'i hì c frrr nr¡orcooinn the administfatiOn of his,/her narti¡¡lar¡¡!o L! q urvrr vr ¡r!J// ¡¡ç! vq! L!çulal

department of government, and for promoting high morale and an

informed perspective among its officials. Each swears the same

oath of office and equally shares in the coll-ective responsibility
for coordinating the activities of its government's departments. I

On matters concerning specific policy areas, Cabinet members defer

to those ministers holding the appropriate portfolio.e In matters

of foreign policy this would be the Minister for External Affairs.

The Secretary of State for External Affairs (like other

ministers) has a vast administration under him, possessing

expertise in aII aspects of international relations. He receives

direct information from qroups in the field. This al-lows the

minister to speak from an informed position which no other

politician could hope to duplicate. As the responsible minister it
is his task to brinq matters of foreiqn affairs to the attention of

Cabinet. The External Affairs minister must serve as the link
between his department and Cabinet.l0

Cabinet ministers spend most of their time worrying about the

internal affairs of their particular departments. They are thus

inclined to be interested in international relations only in

matters that directly affect their department(s) or are of great

imnortan¡e f)n manw snl-:iects of international no'l irlies. thev mnstl/vrrvrvu / e¡¡vJ

depend on the knowledge of the Secretary of State for External

Affairs.ll
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Although this implies a very passive role for the rest of the

Cabinet in matters of foreign policy, the Prime Minister must

remain active in the policy making process. Ultimate decision-
making authority lies with the P.M. who must consul-t his Cabinet

before making any major poticy decisions. For those issues of
foreign policy that are highry controversial in the country, the

burden of compromíse and final determination of policy fall-s
heavily on the P.M. .12 As Farrel-l states,

The function of the Prime Minister is to choose
that ground for foreign policy which in his
estimation has the firmest foundation of national-
support and still is consistent with his
conception of t.he national welf are.13

It is because the P.M. is leader of the Cabinet and the effective
head of state of Canada, that it is difficul-t for him to avoid

di-rect involvement in internat.ional rel-ations even if this shoul-d

be his inclination. la

Although the P.M. possesses chief executive authority he

cannot act unilaterally.
The Prime Minister's power, is not like currency:
it cannot be located spatially or spent conceptual_ly.
Power ought to be employed as a relational concept
which links together two or more actors, wit.h dif -
ferent poritical resources, in a situation involving
multitude of influences, includinq severe losses for
noncompliance. ls

A better way to consider the P.M.'s power within Cabinet may be as

the ability to influence others.

The Prime Mini_ster's inf luence stems from an

command the maximum possibre amount of information
politicar environment and to use this resource in

eh'i I i l- r¡ f n

about the

persuading
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political actors to follow his policy initiatives.t6 No p.M. mav

exercise personal power in government independent of the views of
either hj-s supporters or antagonists. Not even in Cabinet can the
Prime Minister hope to be effective if he fails to'anticipat.e the
reactions of his closest colleagues. tt As ward states,

A Prime Minister who tried to issue orders to
his ministers or interfere persistently in
their departmental work might find that before
long he was out of office; for if at any time
the ministers chose to rebel_, their combi_ned
influence in the party and in the Höuse could,
and in all likelihood, would, bring about his
speedy downf all-.18

Such -rebellions' are extremely rare. Cabinet sotidarity and

support for the wishes of the Prime Minister rest on a lonq

tradition. There is generally a very strong sense of loyalty to
the P.M. and personal friendships exist which make revolt unlikely.
Thus, Cabinet normally acts as a team and accepts the leadership of
the P.M. on matters of foreign policy.le

The P.M. cannot assume that members of cabinet will-
automaticalJ-y agree on every issue. rndeed, one value o'f the

cabinet is its capacity to consider a variety of views on the

proper conduct of the nation's business. However, once the Cabinet

has reached a decision on matters of policy it is expected that
Cabinet members will acquiesce in that decision (at least in
public). A minister who feel-s that he musr oppose a decision of
Cabinet must first resign (or expect to be removed.).20

Since Cabinet meetings are held in private, the public is not

made aware of diverging opi-nions, and such opinions are not

expressed outsi-de of meetings. Ministers may speak with the utmost
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candour during a meeting but generally accept the leadership of the

Prime Minister in maLters of foreign policy.2L rhis practice is
meant to maintain the integrity of the g'overnment by presenting a

unified front to the opposition within the House of Commons.

Ultimately, all heads of departments agree on a coinmon foreign
policy, accept common responsibitity for that policy, and defend it
before Parliament and the electoraLe.22

The ability to conceal the process of decision-making at this
Ievel- of government has sustained the erroneous idea that the
executive works in isol-ation from parliamentary influence and has

contributed significantly to the impression that the government

acLs independently of public opinion.23 This however coul-d not be

further from the truth. No p.M. can embark on a new policy
direction without securing first the loyalty of his followers and

anticipating obstacles in the House of Commons.2a

This leaves little opportunity for an analyst to assess with
any degree of accuracy the degree to which conflictinq opinions
affected the executive. Instead of a diversity of views advocated

by individual ministers, the government appears before the public
as a unified whole, free of dissent. The task of revealinq maior

flaws or problems with the chosen policy is placed within the hands

of t.he House of Commons.

An assessment of the power of the Prime Minister and his
Cabinet cannot be complete without an understandinq of their
relationship to the House of Commons.2s Cabinet dominates the
timetable and organization of the business of parlíament, as well
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as generating the bulk of legislative initiatives. All money bilIs
I i . e. a I I meAsllres to snend or raise monevl mllst he nresentcrì .l- 

¿-r\ * ' - ¡(rvr¡çr ,/ llllåg_g uç p! çÈ stl Lçu LL,

the House of Commons by a Cäbinet member and thus always originate
in CabineL.26 Although anyone may defend government poticies within
the House of commons, the strongest defence for important

departmental- policies come from the responsible Minister or the

P.M..2i

What this means in terms of foreign policy is that no

initiatives requiring the expenditure of funds (i.e. for UNpKOs)

can be pursued without the support of the House of Commons. The

individual primarily responsibl-e for defending foreign policy
decisions within the House is the Minister for External Affairs.
Since Commons debates are generally, "wefl- attended both by members

of the House and by reporters in the press gallery...a minister who

performs badly cannot hope' to have his misfortune overlook"¿tt28

putting even more pressure upon the government and the ministers
involved.

The Commons provides a forum for the discussion of public

issues and problems to which the government must respond.

Therefore the government must consider this public scrutiny of its
decisions whil-e formulating and delineating it.s policies. The

elected nature o'f the House of Commons ensures that its members

have a direct interest in promoting the concerns and demands of the

mass public.2e Those responsibl-e for the criticism of government

policy within the House are called the opposition.

It is the role of the opposition to expose the flaws in
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government policies.30 They are encouraged to criticize the

specifics of government policy rather than develop comprehensive

nolìr'w ali-orç¡¿liVeS. The ônrrôs'i tinn ¡.s¡allv ¡pnraaanì-nr¡re v}JÈ/vùrulvr¡ uÐuq4rJ !çI/!gÐgltLÞ all

alternative source of leadership, not ideas.31

The constant struggle between government and op-
position that results from the performance of the
Commons functions ensures that a more or less
continuous election campaign takes place throughout
the l-ife of Parliament. Each opposition party must
not onl-y cast doubt on the ability of the current
Cabinet to g-overn but also provide evidence of its
own ability to form a successful- Cabinet after the
next el-ection.32

On a general level/ opposition members recognize the government's

responsíbility to carry on the business of governing and witl often

lend their support to that end, while at the same time retaining
for themselves the right to adequately criticize government policy.

Conversely, the giovernment recognizes the opposition's right
to criticize but denies it the right to obstruct. AII governments

attempt to anticipate opposition criticism and to formulate their
strategy and tactics on the basis of this evaluation.3' The

opposition ensures that sufficient thought has been given to the
ramifications of certain policies and that the g-overnmenr pursues
..i+^ -^-'ì^ --.:*h adcrrl]ej-a affioion¿-.r¡ 34rLò y\Jcr_LÞ wIL¡¡ qusYuaLE Er__

In suinmary, only the Secretary of State for External Affairs,
the Prime Minister, and the cabinet have the political
rêsnôn.qi hi I i t-, €^- *-r-.i ..æ ñ---r..i ^* €nrp.i crn nnl i nr¡ 3i M:ìnr!çÐÈrvrrÈrurrrLJ r\J_L lttd,J\IIry L.ctILclLIIctIl L_- l/v!rvt

decisions are made within Cabinet, which is responsible for
governing the country. within that body it is the p.M. who is
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directly responsible for choosing between alternatives. The prime

Minister, and the rest of Cabinet are informed on matters of
foreign policy by the minister for Externar Affairs who is
responsible for presenting alternatives. The Cabinet as a whole is
accountabl-e to the House of Commons but it is the Minister for
External Affairs who is best qualified to defend the selected
policy (or decision) within that forum.

The structure for decision-makinq within the Cànadian

government ensures that the Prime Minister is the primary decision
maker on important matters of foreign policy. Atthough master of
his department, in issues brought to the attention of Cabinet his
role is determined by the P.M.. Any analysis of foreign policy
decision-making within the Canadian government must, of necessity,

emphasize the key individuals within the decision-making process.

The structure of the Canadian government promotes discretion
in the executive decision-making process, but accountabifity is
maintained through the House of Commons. Cabinet's responsibility
to the Commons is ultimately a responsibility to the elected
representatives of the people, and when the Cabinet is cal-led to
account by the House, it must not appear dishonest or ineffectual
in its defense or it may lose the support of its voters in the next

election.36 Once a suitable theoretical framework is found to
analyze the nature of each government involved, it is the nature of
the House of Commons debates which will demonstrate how deci-sion-

making has changed regarding involvement in UNpKOs.
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The Theoretical_ Basis for Emphasis on Individuals
Having examined the structure and processes of the Canadian

government, it is no\^/ important to examine varíous theoretical
constructs which are available to analyze foreign policy decisions.

Each construct or tmodel' represents a particular emphasis or
perspective. The task, is to find a model_ appropriate to the

structure of the Canadian government. The adopted model must allow

for the delineation of the decision- making process including the

involvement of the House of Commons. When considering foreign
policy, it is easy to speak of states acting within the

international- community. This emphasis on states as unitary actors

is called the state centric level of analysis. One of the major

disadvantages of this model is that it treats countries as

monolithic actors. Aspirations and traits normally associated with
individuars are ascribed to states.37 The problem is that onry

individuals have motives, expectations, and interests, and only
they act or behave.38 'states' d.o not acL, it is rather individuals
within states that take action.

Another disadvantage of this emphasis is that elements of the

decision making process wj-thin a country are not deal_t with.3e By

over-simplifying the process of how foreign policy decisions are

made, this model muddies rather than clarifies one's understanding

of such processes.n0 There is no distinction between members of a

countryrs government in the state centric model. The state is
unified and there is no appreciation for the issues raised in
sometimes highty controversial decisions.
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Although the state cenLric level of analysis is valuabl-e when

examining the international- arena as a whole it is too larqe and

ungainly an emphasis when considering the issues involved in a

particular country's foreign poricy. For some purposes it is
appropriate to focus on the collective actor. For others, it is
necessary to direct attention to the decision makers as such. a1

rt is important to' note that, the action, or inaction of an

actor on the international scene' results from decisions. These

decisions are made by individuals, who may be termed 'decisíon-

makers' , who act and speak in the name of the collective entities
thev represent. When 'Cànada' is said to act within the

int.ernational arena it is not the totality which decides the course

to take but rather representatÍves of the collective which do. It
is the governmenL, l-ed by the executive, which determines the

direction of Canadian foreign policy.
To adopt the state centric model_ would entail the

oversinplification of the decision-making process. If one wishes

to understand the interplay of competing ideas within the making of
foreign policy, emphasis belongs on the units responsible for
making decisions. Other model-s have attempted to identify and

utilise more detailed units within the decision-makins pro'cess.

A more precise level of analysis emphasizes the interaction of
groups of individuals within a system as influencing decisions.

The bureaucratic politics level of analysis considers the content

of foreign policy not as a chosen sol-ution to a problem but rather
as the result from compromise, conflict and confusion of
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organizations with diverse interests and unequal influence within
the system. The advocates of this perspective -Morton H. Hal-perin

& Graham T. Allison among them- assert that the process by which

policy is made is not neutral-, but responsive to pressures exert.ed

f rom units j-nvolved within the process . a2

Cabinet Ministers are heads of often large organizations
within the framework of sovernmenr. As such there may be

bureaucratic influence Lrpon their behaviour. However, it is not

the organization itself which causes the minister to act in a

particuJ-ar fashion. It is rather the perception of how an

individual's actions affect their bureaucratic interests.
Bureaucratic affiliations and loyalties in and of themsel_ves are

irrelevant until expressed or acted upon by the individual.
What the bureaucrat.ic l-evel of analysis neglects to consÍder

is that decisions may be manifestations of personal characteristics
of key decision maker(s) who are little affected by the pushing and

hauling of bureaucratic poritics.a3 As has been already shown, the
canadian foreign policy decision-making process is dominated by two

key individuals within the structure of the Canadian governmenr.

Organizational interests and imperatives may be applicable but only
in so far as thorz arra¡r the decision maker's actions within the
Cabinet.

Departments other than External Affairs that have an interest
in decisions involving the potential use of troops, such as the
Department of National- Defence, would be included in Cabinet
discussions. Cabinet secrecy ensures that such concerns are not
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explicitty known to the public but an understandinq of such

departmental concerns may be inferred from the pubtic record. once

again, the extent to which such organizational goals are pursued is
dependent upon the individual_.

The bureaucratic politics model- does providê the analyst with
insight int.o the system of competition within the House of Commons.

Once a government decision reaches the House of Commons for
approval there are a number of interests which the qovernment must

reconcile. The'members of the opposition'may strive for advantage

by trying to embarrass the government or demonstrate flaws with
their chosen course. This self-serving interest of the opposition

must be considered when analysing the debate within the House of
Commons.

Another type of analysis studies organizational processes to
explain how organizatíonal arrangiements affect foreign policy. a{

Various organizational units are given tasks and limit the search

for acceptable alternatives to the first available. ftl!Ò

tsaticificing behaviour' attempts to solve problems immediately,

rather than developinq lonq term strateqies.45 Þaanl oIq

narri¡'in=J-in¡ in n:rriarr'rar decisions varies accordjno to fheirvql u¿vu¿q! uçvIÐIv¡¡J vq! IçÐ qvvv!ullrv Lv LtIç!!

interests and their locations in organizational structures. +6

Within the Cabinet, it is the Prime'Minister and the Minister of

External Affairs who are at the centre of foreign policy decisions.
Tlra l:rnar Þrrr¡p¿¡rìrâcv necrl not be inVof rrc¡] .i n thc nrOCeSS if ther¡uvu rrv u ltr v v! v vu rrl ulrç È/r

P.M. chooses to exclude them.

The only organizational- processes which could affect such
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decisions are those involving the functioning of Cabinet itself.
The process by which cabinet functions is largery dependent upon

1-ha rloc'irac.nd preferences of the prime Minister. It is the p.M.

who picks the Cabinet and such members are normally loyal to their
leader. when t.he P.M. advances a proposal it is usually accepted.r;

only in extreme cases involving minority governments or weak prime

Ministers is there rikely to be confl-ict within the cabinet.
This does not mean that there will not be differences.

Divergent opinions are possible but, uif people are to work

together in a group, there must be a certain unity in interests,
ol-l-iectiwes enr¡ ^" n'18 lTawi no been choscn lrw i. ha Þ M himqol fvvJ sv ur v sÈ q¿ru À/uI y\Jùgù

most ministers will generally have shared goals and values. As

Beach states,

most decisions are made in collaboration with
other decision makers; that is, in groups of
t'wo or more persons. In each case, like the
decision maker, these people hold images that
in part are unique to them and that in part
are shared with other members of the
organization. ae

This implies and often necessitates that concurrence will be the
rule rather than the exception. All such decisions are made by the
Prime Minister - aS informed bv the Mìnì.sfs¡ 6f External Affairs.

The manner in which government is organized will change from

Prime Minister to Prime Minister. It is important to determine how

each P.M' conducted the business of government especially in
foreign affairs in order to understand the decision-makinq process.

once brought before the House of Comrnons there may be differences
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in how the debate is to conducted and the level of involvement the

P.M. chooses to maintain. These organizational considerations are

all of a highly personalized nature so it would appear that a

greater emphasis on the individual is required than the

organizational process model allows.

The alternative theoretical constructs do not allow one to

adequately reconcile the two aspecrs of the Canadian decision-

making system. The state, besides being too large an entity; does

not possess motivation. Bureaucracies and orqanizational processes

may exert some degree of influence but such influence is limited to

the individual-s who must qive such interests voice. A better model

would emphasize the fundamental decision unit.
For most foreign policy problems / some person or persons

finally authorizes a decision and they constitute for that issue

the ultimate decision unit. s0 The structure and operation of the

Canadian government compels one to-concentrate on the individuals

within the Cabinet to adequately understand their decisions. Since

it is ultimately an individual, the Prime Minister of Canada who

has the responsibility for making such decisions, this would appear

J. n l-ro tho ¡nnrnn¡i:f o I or¡ol ^f ãñ= l rr^'i -Lv uç Lrrç qì1ì/r vy! rq Lç !ç v çr (Jr clllcr-Ly Þ IÞ

A decision is simplv a matter of choice. "

a decision maker has the choice of doinq

Àt tha \rêr\/ 'lnraf
nu Lrrç vL!J rçaÞL

^^*^+l-'i næ Á^i nñÞ\Jil,Lc ulrrllY v! uv!rrY

affect a decisionnntlyi n¡rrv Lr¡rrrY There are various elements which

maker's choice.

A sound understanding of the reasons for foreign
policy behaviour is the bottom line for foreign
policy decision-making research. We want to know
or understand why an actor pursues one behaviour
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as opposed to another. "
This study will- attempt to explain why Canadian decision makers

have decided to offer troops to UNPKOs on three separate occasions.

To accomplish this one must first understand the concept. of
decision-making as it pertains to foreign policy.

Foreign policy decision-making may be defined as the

selection, among perceived alternatives, of one leadinq to a course

of action in the internatíonal- system.s3 A decision is an explicit
act of choj-ce, which can be located precisely in time and space.s{

choices among the plausible interpretations and possibre

alternatives are the concern of central decision makers. ss Within
the Canadian g-overnment the predominant decision maker is the prime

Minister and any cabinet ministerls) he listens to. Understandinq

of the Prime Ministers involved and the issues their sovernmenr

faced within the House of Commons will allow one to better
understand their choices and place them within a meaningful

framework.

Foreign polícy decisÍon-making can be productively viewed

a process, whose outcome is infl_uenced by several elements

Elements affecting the decision maker include,
his official role, his personal predilections,
his concept.ion of the interests of his nation,
hi.q conr'antir-rn af l.ho n^cciÞ''ìa n=rr-.i^--r¡rr vvrrvçy Lrvr¡ vr L¡rç yvÐr IIJIe paf tl_San adVantage,
his perception of the external situation, ideo-logical concerns, the apparent gravity of thesituation, rules and procedures relating to the
decision-making organizational imperatives,
estimates of the likely consequences of various
al-t.ernative actions/ pressures and previous
commitments, the nature of the domestic envi-
ronment, tradition, popular attitudes, the antici-pated future behaviour of relevanL actors, and

aù

56
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technological or economic considerations. tt

This anarysis will examine the decision-making process as

representative of the personal predilections or style of the prime

Minister. How and when a decision is made will be put in terms of
the governmenL as presided over by the p.M..

rt is hoped that such an analysis witt provide a better
understanding of the Canadian decision-making process in terms of
foreign policy and how- it has changed from government to
government. The first step in accomplishing this will be to
delineate the personal preferences of the Prime Minister and the

manner in whiih he conducted matters of foreign affairs generally.
This should al-low for an adequate understanding of their preferred
manner of conducting foreign affairs to the extent that it may be

typified.

Once determined, background to the particular situation under

consideration will be provided. The anal-ysis will then move on to
del-ineate issues faced by the government within the House of
Commons. The debates will be scrutinized in terms of content

relevant to the policy process and various other concerns regarding
naa¡al¡aani nn Th.i .q asner-t_ Of the analvsì s wi I I dêm^h^+r¡]-¡È/r¿¿y . ¿¡¡rÐ qJt/çeL l, Ð!Ð wltl uçrtt\JljÞ LJ-c1 L-e d.rry

changes to the decision-making pro'cess. It will- also be possible

to track how perceptions regarding participation within UNPKOs have

changed over time.

The simplicity of the theoretical model- does not imply a tack

of rigour in the concepts entailed. Instead it is meant to allow'
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greater applicability to the case studies. Any or art of the

variables previously mentioned may or may not be present within a

given situation. Of particular interest to this study are those

variables relating to how the Prime Minister conducted the

decision-making process. Paramount to such considerations are the

perceptions and val-ues individuats expressed throughout the

process, particularly in the House of Commons.

The world exists outside of peopl-e. This is called the

operational environment. The operational environments8 or
operational milieuse consists of everything within a given period

of time. rt is not timited in any way, consisting of everything
humanity cal-ls reatity. Perception is, the process of obtaining
information about the worl-d through the senses.60 Analysts have the

luxury of being able to speak of past events with great crarity.
rnformation is compiled/ compared and readily availabl-e to anyone

who cares to look for it. The problem comes when attempting to see

the worl-d through the eyes of the decision maker.6r

Every individual must r¡or.aìr¡o +he world and order his/her
perceptions in a particular manner. Perceptions are the inputs
which the human machine must work with.62 People however, are nor

infallible machines.

The human capacity for complex calculat.ion and
reasoned argument is constrained by basic
^^ññ 

i f i -'a a{-vrr ñR1 ^^ n^^.: .u(JgrlrLrve sLrLryyreÞ. r_.¡eursion-makers process
i-nformation, make inferences, examine alternat.ives
and make choices through mechanisms that bear
littl-e resemblance to the ideal of thomo sapiens'.
Foreign policy decision makers are constraiñed
not only by complex interdependence in their
environment but also by unconscious mental
processes and inadequate mental_ equipment. It
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is biology and psychology that limit fosic.6.
rn orienting and judging our surroundings, people depend on their
sensory systems; yet, âs psychologists can so easily show, what is
perceived is highly individualistic.6a Everyone differs in their
individual experience, knowledge and abilities, which provide

unique mental predispositions from which each person views events.

Individuals perceive only a small portion of reality.ut Their
knowledge of the environment is so limited and so personal that
instead of speaking of -knowledge' it is better to'speak of their
ñ^"^r-^'r ^-'i ^^ t enVifOnment,56 Peoo.l e Der¡.oi 17ô 17^rr' ñ^'l e¡.t.i wcl w anrlI/ÐyLrrr\Jr(Jgr(-clr ellvrrur.trrlertL, È.__.]eIVe very sgI_

according to the particul-ar complex of ínterests and. concerns which

characterizes their individual mental set.6t No matter how-limited
or different from the totality of the operat.ional environment,

these perceptions represent reality to the indivi-duals involved.
It is conceptually important to understand that decisions are

made within environments. The environment is the, "sum total of
external conditions which have the potential to influence an

^..i ^- lr68organl-sm. "-" In this case the organisms are the decision makers.

The potential to influence is determined by the decision maker's

perceptions of the environment. These perceptions will- be received

and structured within the decisj-on maker's mind through cognition.
Cognition is def ined as, any process whj-ch allows an orgranism

to know and understand.6e Each time a person perceives something

it must be interpreted and understood. The worl-d, in effect, is
re-created as the decision maker perceives it.70 Each deci-sion

maker must take received inputs and determine what they mean.
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often¡ ârr individual- possesses cognit.ive predispositions in which

they perceive simil_ar things in a similar fashion.

Meaning may be ascribed to information in a fashion
recognizable to an observer over the course of time. The process

of perception and cognition may be recognized and analyzed if
enough information is availabl-e. It is one thing to have a limited
perceptual sense of the world, it is another to ascribe meaning to
it. A decision maker's orientation to and interpretation of
his/her psychological environment is mediated by their values.71

Values are an abstract concept which determines for a person

or some social- group the rel-ative worth of various goals or end.s .72

whenever someone states that something is good or bad they aïe
applyÍng varues. when a position is taken in regard to anything
within the perceived world it is always based upon val-ues. When a

decision maker reacts to persons, objects, places, events and so

oD, in terms imprying or employing an assessment of their worth,
they are ascribing meaning to it with their values.73

fndividuals within particular context.s will also have common

values . t{ For,

Values are the cognitive representation notonly of individual needs but also of societal
and institutional demands. They are the joint
results of sociological- as well- as psychological
forces. sociological because sociãty andits institutions sociarise the indiviãuat forthe conmon good to internafise shared conceÞ-tions of the desirahl e: nqr¡r,h^t ^..¡.ical becauèeindividuat- motiv"tiãnJ''ã;úi;; ãåqnitive
expression, justification, and indeed
exhortation in socially desirable terms. Ts

Often the values adopted by an individual or societyr governing the
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behaviour of members of that society, are often adopted without the
conscious awareness of those involved. T6

Determination of which val-ues are rel-evant to foreign policy
is also a subjective process. National leaders, Iike all of us,

formulate ideas about what the'good' is, in relatj_on to our own

experiences and personal values .77 Public officials, especially
those democratically elected, will espouse pubtic val_ues.

Constituents choose their leaders for the relative desirabilitv of
their perceptual systems, and the leaders process incoming

information in such a way as to maintain the existing perceptual

system of the constituents. Ts That is why there is rikely to be a

substantial degree of overlap in the values held by different
decision makers from the same country.Te

Values of national leaders, althouqh difficult to describe
with certainty, are more susceptible to investigation than the

values of society as a whole. Þro¡i qol r¡ Lro¡=l:ca nf tl-ra'i rI vvvsuJv v! ur¡ç!!

prominence, the speeches, books and correspondence of national
l-eaders frequently become a part of the public record and therefore
ônên fn in¡¡acl-ìr=f inn 80 ÀTn{- ^¡'l ., .i-vt/u¡¡ uv !!rvçÐLrycrL-L(Ju. r\vL vrrrj rÞ it easier to access the

expressed views of the leadership, but in a very real sense the

values of world leaders help shape the values for the rest of their
countries .81

when a leader gives voice to his/her values, it is often a

reflection of values already present within society. Most citizens
delegate, knowingly or otherwise, their voice in foreiqn affairs to
those leaders who can effectively claim to speak for them.82 when
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studying foreign poricy decisions invorving, canada, it is
appropriate to focus on the values that have been articulated by

the Prime Minister or any other individual's decisj-ons and

pronouncements which seem to be particularly prominent. s3 This
woul-d incl-ude the views expressed both wit.hin and beyond the
confines of the House of Commons, by those responsible for speakinq

out on matters of foreign policy.
There is l-ittle need t.o undertake detailed investiqations of

decision makers' value systems to achieve an adequate explanation
of policy choices. sa What is vital is to have a clear undersLanding

of the values the decision makers believed to be relevant to the
situation they faced. These may be inferred from a general_

understanding of the individual and the sitration: hut more often
than not the decision maker will voice his val-ues relating to the
issue publicJ-y. In the case of Canadian decision makers this is
especially true when one considers that each important decision
must be defended within the House of Commons. Such a defence wiII
contain reference to values either as individuals, a giovernment, or
a country as a whole.

rf one questions the relevance of encompassing the values of
decision makers into an analysis of their decisions it must be

understood that people continue to judge states by human values.
For only human beings create either states or val-ues. States have

no independent volition, and democratic theory, at least, requÍres
states to ref ,1 o¿-'t hrrm:. i -.dividual values. ss However, critics are
reluctant to rely excl-usively on the values of decision makers as
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even though decision makers themselves
admit their prominence. As Barbara McDougall states,

We took the actions we did because of the
values and interests we believed to be at
stake, and with a cl_ear recognition that we
could influence the overall óourse of inter-
national events.87

Val-ues have an impact on the choices decision makers make.
f¡7Ëran ar¡r'l"-a-inæ +1^.i^ .:*l,yrren evaruarrug Lrrr_s rmpact one deal_s with the impact of
alternative values on choice. As Stein states,

Such an eval_uation of subjective rationality
is a minimal obligation for those who explain
cho'ice through subjective pïocesses. rrBB

Perceptions and values are the two most important factors when

considering possibl-e motivations for actions. These conceprs are
unavoidably inter-related. val_ues can only be applied to one's
perceptions of reality, and perceptions mean little without the
application of values. At every stage of the process, the decision
*-l-^-¡^r *,.-¿maKer(s) musr perceive reality and judge it according to their
values. They do this when they ascribe meaning to the situation,
consider their options and ultimately choose between alternatives.
Wlthin this framework it is important to note what values the
decision maker(s) applied to the situation. These may-be drawn or
extrapolated from public statements but wilr invariably be

delineated within the House of Commons.

The first step in analysing the decision is the determination
of who has the authority and responsibility to make this particular
decision. such a determination is dependant upon many things.
Most important is the Prime Minister's personal conception of his
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rol-e in the decision-making process generally and how this
infl-uenced the process during the situation being considered.

Before entering a situation requiring a specific decision,
decision makers must formulate and establish their role within the
foreign poricy decision-making process. A role is defined as, the
pattern of demands and expectations in social relationships as

prescribed by others and conceived of bv the ì nrì-i rriflual_. Be The

structure 'of the Canadian g'overnment imposes certain struct.ural
rol-es (i.e. Prime Minister, Minister of Ext.ernal Affairs, leader of
the opposition, etc.) but individuals vary in the manner in which
they conduct the business of state: especiarly foreign policy.

As the primary decision maker, the P.M. must remain invol-ved
in the foreign policy decision-making pïocess¡ parLicularly when it
is consj-dered an important issue. Each Prime Mi-nister wil-I possess

a personalized conception of their role in foreign affairs and this
will- af f ect the process by which decisions are mad.e. e0 Conceptions

include the ways in which individual-s relate themselves to their
own nation, other nations, the international system as a whole and

to problems of foreign policy.el
This individuafized conception of the p.M.'s rore will be

indicative of t.heir image of foreign affairs generarly and the
degree to which they are aware and active in foreign commitments.

whether they prefer a passive role - delegating responsibility for
foreign poricy decisions or a highly active role - where they are
constantly involved. This is a highry personal thing and wirl vary
from P.M. to p.M.. such a conception may be infruenced by their
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relationship to their Minister of External Affairs.
The degree to which the Prime Minister will use his coll-eagues

to advise and assist him will depend on many factors.
professional relationship between the p.M. and his Minister of
External Affairs is based upon personal qualities.e2 rf a p.M.

ho'l-ds a minister in high regard he may consul-t him on al-l matters
^f 

.i n^^-+ur r-lttPortance. Occasionally- the Prime Mi-nister may have a special
colleague whose intimacy- makes him a friend and almost a partner in
the office.s3 one can see the implicatj-ons this would have on the
decision-making process.

The P.M. remains (of necessity) the key decision maker, but if
a'special relationship' exists it woutd mean an active rol-e in the
decision making process for the minister involved.

Special relatíonships are not common (or notrevealed if they are), for the position of prime
Minister does not encourage intimacies andfriendships. These are apt to create jealousies
and antagonisms and may al-so expose thã prime
lvfinister to exploitation by self ish interests,
so that he finds his greatest protection liesin partial secrusion and a withdrawar from manv
normal- human relationships. ea

The orla I 'i J- i oq ¿-rf I o:dorch'i rrirE gLlcrrrLr-elj v! lsquçrorrrp *ftiafa any Prime Minister worthy of the
name is bound to possess and the opportunitj-es for l-eadership which
are an inescapable accompaniment of the office thus combine to
exert a steady pressure towards autocratic methods and decisions. es

In a sense, the individual becomes a manifestation of the role he

p1ays.e6 The p.M. and Minister of External Affairs are the
individuals responsible for defining the situation, and the manner

in which they relate to each other will effect the foreiq'n pol-icv
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decision-making process . et

Although the Minister of External Affairs will usually be

involved in the process this does not excl-ude the consideration of
other key indivÍduals the p.M. may choose to consult. once again,
the determination of who wilt be involved, and in what capacity is
the responsibility of the prime Minister. This wilr largely be

determined prior to a decision being made either in the form of
preferences or as structural adaptations to the decision-makinq

utvuçùÞ. Each situation and each decision must be analvzed

independently to assess the nature of the process involved, 1zet

each situation must fit within the larger decision- making context
of the government involved.

The House of Commons is an integral part of the structure of
Canadian government. It provides a forum for the discussion of how

the gfovernment manages the decision-making process and the issues
involved in significant decisions. Analysis of these debates
qhnll I rl nrn¡zi Äa i n ¡ i nì-'{- .i -lÐ¡rvuru ¡rrtrv rtl€ rnsl-gnt l-nto the decision-making process and the

role of the House of commons in that process. Most import.antly,
analysis of these debates will demonstrate the acceptabilitv of
peacekeeping as a policy of various governments. Debat.es within
the House of Commons often reflect the importance of re-election to
the incumbent government. As Bremer states,

Decision-making elites have¡ äs a major goal
of their behaviour, the retention of-thelr
decision-making positions. The el_ites will
endeavour to use the resources of the poritical
and economic systems at their command Lo maketheir positions of command secure.eB

When issues such as involvement in UNpKos reach the House of
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Commons the opposition will raise issues in an attempt to unsettle
the orlvernmênf r q nnc'i .l-.i nnr¡¡((v¡¡u Ð t/vÐ!LIvIl .

Pronounced political divisions within a regime and the
occurrence of strong political pressures threatening to remove the
regime from power are likely to have a broad impact on foreiqn
policy. ee Political constraints on a government's conduct of
f nrai an n^-l i ^!.-,rergtt pulruy represent a blend of two decision making dynamics,

conLroversy avoidance and consensus buildinq.
At one level, the leadership is hindered from
taking actions that it expects to be contro.-
versial. politically trisky' actions can
provoke public debate over the leadership's
policies and abil_ity to lead the country.
Foreign policy controversies can be particularly
costly if they alienate important political
support groups, and in the case of the very
weak regime, such pressures can pose a threat
to its very survival by upsettj_ng tenuous inter-
factional interparty balances and weakening
slim legislative authorities. To the degree
a regime is capable of pursuing a poticy, it
will- carefully attempt to build a consensus
among those political actors upon which it
depends for the implementation of policy and/or
its continuation in office. loo

How contentj-ous an issue peacekeeping has been wil-1 demonstrate

whether those involved in the debate believed that maintaininq or
:¡lÏiar¡inõ ñ^r'7ôr domestical]v wonId Ì-ro onhanced bv the qnnnrrrl- forsv¡rlçÈ LrvqrlJ wvulu uE EI---*^- Ð u¡J¡rv! L I\JI

such a venture. lol

As the primary decision maker, the perceptions, values and

predilections of the Prime Minister must be understood to assess

his/her infl-uence on the process. Did his/her particurar
Ieadership style and preferred emphasis have an effect on the
DrC)(ìess? An aderrrratc rrnrtorcJ-¡nrf i nn nf +l-raÈ/! vueJJ ; nr¡ quçYuq Lç urlLlEr Ð Lqrrurrry ur tne pf OCeSS f equl-f eS an
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adequate understanding of the prime Minister involved.
Minister's personatity and decision-making styre must be

especially in regards to international affairs.

The Prime

understood

After the
analysis of t.he individual_ is complete the anal_ysis will move to
the presentation of the chain of events which precipitated the
debate. Through the anal-ysis of the debates -whose main focus was

potential participation in a uNpKo- issues regarding the
government's handling of the decision-making process in such

matters wil-I be brought to light. Each case study wil-l attempt to
demonstrate how contentious an issue peacekeeping has been and how

(if at arl) the decision-making process has changed over time.
This wil-l be accomplished through the analysis of three

decisions. They are: the decision made in 1956 to commit troops to
the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF I), the decision made in
197i tn nar.l-irrinr.l-a in 'l-ln¿LJtJ uv yq!LrvlyqLç rrr urrc second United Nations Emergency Force
(UNEF II), and the decision made in 1992 to send troops for use in
the United Nations Protection Force in Croatia (UNPROFOR). Each

decision involved a government which enjoyed a long term in office.
AÌr of whom, left their mark on the workings of the canadian
decision-making process. By analysingr each, in reference to
involvement in a UNPKO, w€ wil_I see how the Canadian policy and

process regarding peacekeeping has evolved under their learlershio
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St. Laurent

When St- Laurent first entered federal politics he was already
sixty-five. He had a distinguished career behind him: successful_
lawyer, batonnier of the Quebec bar, president of the Canadian Bar
Association, Minister of J-ustice and finally Minister of External_
Affairs. He was/ as his colleague Brooke Claxton l-ater wrote, ,,a

strangely simple man. .honest and humbl-e, who felt no compulsion to
pursue the highest potitical office" .102 When the inevitable did
happen and Mackenzie King retired, St. f,aurent assumed the position
of Prime Minister. After six months in office he called an

election and won what v¡as then the biggest majority in Canadian

history--194 seats for the Liberal-s, to 4L for the Tories.lo3
This lopsided victory was due in part to the capabilities of

the Liberal government at the time which was extremely competent.
rt has also been attributed to the popularity of st. Laurent
himself. once' convinced to enter politics he became everybody's
f avourite 'uncl-e Louis' .10a He brought to the of f ice of prime

Minister an impeccabre reputation as statesman and gentleman. As

Donaldson stares,

If few Canadians real lv thcrrrcrhf of him astheir 'uncie-iã"i=;::hå ,iä;-Ëäå åist-nt forthat press nickname--he was the kind ofuncle everyone OUGHT to have had.10s

The high esteem st. Laurent g.arnered was due largely to his
personality and the great skills he exercised whil-e in office. St.
Laurent was remarkably free of prejudice, political or racial from
a very young age.106 As Donaldson states,
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If ever there was a balanced Canadian it was
he . 107

The previous Prime Minister, King wrote of St. Laurent,

The more f see of St. Laurent, the nobler
souÌ f bel-ieve him to be. One of God's
gentlemen if ever there was one.lot

Endowed with a clear and quick understanding, St. Laurent had an

u.ncanny ability to grasp and epitomise the essence of an argument,

an inval-uable attribute in a period when Cabinet agendas were

becoming longer and more complicated, and when the questions placed

before Cabinet became increasingrly technical.r-os He could assess a
problem coldly, decide what should be done, and explain it crisply
to Parl-iament. 110

canadian opinion on foreign policy during this period was

remarkably coherent. A consensus had gradually been established
that woul-d rast, without serj-ous opposition, for the best part of
the next decade.ttt Prime Minister St. Laurent, had every confidence

in the strength of canad.a's unity. r12 euebec appeared to be in
complete accord with the rest of Canada und.er the leadership of the
St. Laurent qovernment. lr3

Under St. Laurent's leadership, the government

to find an active role for Canada in the world.
this goal v¿as the berief in corlective security
primary objective in the foreign policy of Canada,

pursued through the operations of the United

to make the U.N.

was determined

Fundamental to

. This was a

which was to be

Nations .11{ The

an effectiveCanadian government attempted

international organization .

St. Laurent was also strongly anti-communist He spoke of
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Canada as at "dynamic counter-attraction of a free,
progressive society. . .opposed to the totalitarian
cn¡ i aj- r¡ nf +.| ,ru\-rËLy LrL u¡re communist \d,orldr' .lIs As Granatstein

prosperous and

and reactionary
qf¡foc
vesevv/

To St. Laurent, Communism was an evil, theanti-Chris-t/ and if it had to be stopped. ..so be it.116

This anti-communist rol-e promoted the search for strong allies to
combat Communism wherever it might appear.

St. Laurentrs anti-communist views made a closer relationship
with the united states unavoidable. canada also had a lonq
tradition of involvement with the United T(i ncrrìnm qr Laurent did
not see this as an impediment but rather as an opportunity. As st.
Laurent stated,

The special nature of our relationship to theunited Kingdom and the united states õomplicatesour responsibil_ities, though it al_so enlãrgesour opportunities for influencing developments. l17

Canada was the 'Ìinchpin' between these two powerful nations. They

united against Communism and were determined to present a unified
front with Canada acting as go-between.

This special relationship woul-d not however directly affect
canada's vital interests or decision-making. As st. Laurent
stated,

Canadian interests wilf often natural_ly beidentical- with those of the united ringdom and.the united states, wê wir-r- continue to make ourdecisions objectively, in the light of ourobligations to our own people and theirinterest in the wer-fare of the international
communitv. 118

The r>ersônâ I rrrr: I i J-'i ac qJ-È/u!rvr¡qr touq!!urçÐ eL. Laurent possessed and brouqht to his

government had a profound affect upon his government. Under his
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I o:darch'i n +h.e Liberal-s remâ i nod i n nôwer f or twel_wc vêârq :nd!!vç!qla !ç¡tlqll¡çu !11 |/Vwg! !LJ! LWC-LVu JçqIÐ AllLl

exercised almost free reign over most. policy areas, especially
foreiqn relations.

Lester Pearson began his professional career as a young and

r¡ìnnrnrrô ^1'+-F^ñ^'l*' ^l-i 1 f"l,-li^1^ñ^+ ..1^.vry..'lrLrL.LÞ / cÅLrçrrrsrJ ÞÀrr!Lr.r- ur¡lrurrraL/ wrrO Wâ.Dted Canada tO haVe itS

proper place in the Allied councils of WWII. l1e At the invitation of
St. Laurent he moved from the public service into politics and

became secretary of state for External- Affairs.l'0 As such, and as

a diplomat of dist.inction, Pearson was a definite asset to the St.

Laurent government. The high esteem in which his fel-low diplomats

held him, and his conseqLrent val-ue to his country, are not open to
question.l21 St. Laurent obviously shared this opinion of pearson,

saying, "he had a first-crass mind and obviously commanded

respect . " 122

Pearson was the master of the compromise phrase, the hetpful
fixer who could cajole two or three sides into reachinq a mutual

accommodation that might leave no one happy but all_ more or less
satisfied. He had shown his skiIls at the United Nations in
negotiations that ted to a cease-fire in Korea, ân action that
angered some in the United States but that built lines of trust to
rndia and even china. He was at the peak of his powers in L956, a

still tireless man who understood how men thouqht and how nations
worked. r23

The dominant actor in the pearson account of
was usually the united Nations. He maintained that
u'N- had been the most important element in canadian

recent history
clrnnart Far lÞu qrÈ-v¡ -,Ie

faro'i nn nn-l 'i -ì.---\jy
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during the post-war period, and like st. Laurent, remained
convinced of the necessity for colrective security.l2a Foreiqn
policy was not merely the pursuit of Canadian goals but as pearson
<t: foÁ

CanadianS wil-l g¡çlçrrzarrr +.a- ctr=¡icrvour LO snape our coursein conformity with what we regard as ourobligations under the Charter of and our
membership j_n the United Nations .12s

canada was to have a dynamic international_ role, and the st.
Laurent qovernment actively pursued one through the United Nations.

Under Pearson's leadership Canada continued to do her duty
within the international community. rt was within the U.N. that alt
of Pearson's skills came to the fore. As John Hölmes wrote of him,

His personal contribution to the acquisitionof status by Canada in the United f¡ations
was that he was more concerned with the job
in hand than the status of the Canadianrepresentatives, thereby doing far more t'oraise the latter than those more interestedin form than substance. 126

By simply doing an effective and efficient job pearson ensured^ an

active and effective voice for Canada within the United Nations.
Some have described foreign policy decision making during this

period as a 'closed approach' in which a smalr, tightly knit group

of politicians and officials acted with a oreâf rlca I of autonomy

from civic infl-uences to pursue their concept of the national
interest. John Holmes described the St. Laurent g'overnment as a

small cohort of Canadian foreign-policy makers who used their
strong position, "to lead Canadian pubtic opinion in the direction
of new obligations " . 127

qf T.arrranl- I ^!qU!çI¡L Þ ministers had their politics and their
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administration well_ under control. 128 There v¡as surpris inq
stability and continuity in the senior civil- service during the
post-war period.l2s St. Laurent's CabÍnet was fitled with capable
ministers who were supported by a generation of l_oyal LiberaÌ-
mínded civil servants.130 Decisions v¿ere made subject only to his
overall- supervision . r31

Although others might shine more brightly
in the House of Commons and on the hustiñgs,
St. Laurent was master of his cabinet andof the civil_ servant who appeared bef ore him. r32

rn st. Laurentrs systematic and orderly government there were few

surprises. The circulation of cabinet papers warned ministers of
their colleagues' plans and saved tedious exposition. r33

The relationship between St. Laurent and pearson appears ro
have been exceptì-onally harmonious and fruitful.
As one who had previously held the position of Secretary of State
for External Affairs (from 1,946 to rg4}) st- T,arrrcnr had a sound

appreciation of its importance.r3a Although St. Laurent retained an

interest in external- affairs he had everv confidenco in pearson.135

rt was within the Department of External Affairs that pearson and

St. Laurent initialJ-y found they made a good team.136 When St.
Laurent succeeded as Prime Mj-nister in 1948, pearson v¡as invited to
enter politics as Secretary of State for External Affairs where

their close cooperation continued. r37

They \,'/ere each in positions which al-lowed them to act on their
shared belief s. Both were f irm bel-ievers in cotlective secllrrry as
i mnor¡f i r¡a ì frr.'(È/ur q u! v ç rr peace was to be preserved. 138 Both v/ere convinced
that there v/as no satisfactory alternative for the security of
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Canada. They were firmty supported in these views
colleagues and by a large segment of the Canadi-an

for the first time canadian foreign policy became

po'1icy. r3e

l-lr¡ tho'i r l-al.ri '_*_-aet.

people. Indeed,

a truly national

unlike former p.M. King, st. Laurent could grasp a situation
quickly, and where a decision was required it was not postponed.
Moreover, st. Laurent believed in the delegation of authority,
something that King had avoided v¡herever possible in foreign
affairs. lao commenting on the operation of their relationship
during the Suez crisis, Thomson states that,

the relations between st. f,aurent and pearson
were a near-perfect example of team_work; theyconsulted by telephone several times a duy,discussing each new d.evelopment, and co-oidinatingevery move. No foreign minister ever had a morehelpful and understanding prime minister; nogovernment leader ever had a more loyal or zeal_ouscolleague. While St. Laurent continued to beimpatient in his relations with the press, no
shadow of disagreement marred his deãt-ings with
Pearson or hampered their joint actions. ú1

Pearson subsequently remarked, "Mr. st Laurent was moïe than a

prime minister to flr€r he was always a very crose friend. .Don,t

worry', he tol-d me. 'Do what is best. Do the right thing, and r'll
back 1rog ' rt t't2 Such delegation of authority is indicative of

St Laurent and the trust he shared withthe leadership style
Pearson.

Concerning foreign policy decision-making, pearson found it
difficult to generalize about the ottawa process. Decisions were

often made in such haste that it was impossibte to describe the
process systematically. Nevertheless he offered a few tantal-izinq

a

of
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IITIIJI Ëù Þ -L(JIIS .

He thought the influence of senior bureaucrats
was often overrated, except in highly
specialized fields such as finance...
The government usual-ly must decide what to
do in the face of rapidly developing
circumstances, and then educate the publ_ic
accordinglv.la3

This need for immediate action followed by expl-anation left the St

Laurent g-overnment, and Pearson in particular, open to criticism

As Grafftey states,

IThe Liberals] often rnisjudged the temper of
the nation, not knowing our strength because
they did not know our history. I always felt
that Mike Pearson, despite his negotiating
skills, far too often intellectualized our
position.laa

This type of decision-making is understandable when one considers

that the Liberal-s were in power for so rong. The complexity and

speed of international relations would also make it difficutt to
reconcile public passions with the necessity for swift action.

Backqround

The Middle East was one of the more contentious resions of the
r^rar] Ä l'rntl'r ^rior to and f ollowinq the Second World War. TheÈ/! !v! Lv qr¡u tv¿rvw!tf y LtIy ùtr:u(JIL(¡ yy(Jt Il

colonial powers (particularly Britain) were only able to disengage

themselves from the region through the auspices of the United

Nations' It was also through the U.N. that an armistice sysrem was

established with Palestine which was intended to stop the fighting
for a rimited time. There was no system in place to create a

lasting peace. As Goodrich states,
The failure of the parties to reach a formal
settlement invited viol_ations. Tensions rose
on both sides of the armistice lines culminatinq
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in fsrael_'s preemptive strike inoctober 1956.14s
Sinai of

legacies of European

icts dating back to the

Many of the reg-ion's problems were

imperialism, but there were also confl-
antecedent Ottoman Empire. la6

world attention became focused on the region with Colonel_

Nasser's sudden and unforseen expropriation of the assets of the
foreign-owned Suez Cänal_ Company in July , lg56. The immediate
effects on canada were nominal. The news first reached ottawa on

the night of July 26. when Parliament met the fol-l-owing morning
there v/ere questions about flax, box-cars anrJ rho nrrallly ef food
at. an army camp, but none about Suez.1a7

such minor reaction to the events i_n Egypt was to be expected
considering the great independence Canada had achieved after WwrI.
Even before the nationalization, Canada had agreed to sel-l wheat to
the Egyptians at a time when Britain urged her not to do so.14a rn
vancouver, then Minister of Nàtional Defence Ra1ph Campney remarked
that the Suez seizure was/ "primarily a European matter...not a

matter which particularly concerns Canada. We have no oif there.
wè don't use' the canal for shipping."1ae This summed up the
official position of canada which was in sharn c,nnt-rast with the
tension reported in London.lso

Reaction to the nati-onalization of the Canal- within Britain
and France was dramatic. Both powers immediateJ-y considered
military intervention yet were unable to initiate such a move

quickly. As Fraser states,

Militafw llnrêârìi noeq mafie nrnmn¡' intefVentiOn
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impossibl-e. ft turned out, despite the huge
amounts of money that the armed services consumed
in both countries, that the French coul-d not
land forces in less than a month and the British
would need at least six weeks.rsl

Tt 'i s imnori-ant tO nOte that bOth COuntries. narticnlarlw Ftnoì end.I ¡./qL urvu!q! rJ lrty IqIrU /

had long standing interests in the region. Neither country could
'r^-':+'r-^+^r-- nlaim anvwhere neaf the inf-'l nan¡a 1-hcrz ¡16aaaannÄ ^-'i^-r(:y -L LrJ.ttcr Ls-Ly u-*'... 9 IlCctI LIIe IIll -LLrcrj.ue LrrËy pL,$s;eSSeC]. PI-IOI-

to WWII but the concerns of pride and infl-uence were not easily
dismissed.

Britain, which had been devastated during the war/ had not yet

completely realized that her power had waned. The Suez Canal was

eJ-ì I I qêên â< the lifel-ine .'f ân Fmnira that waS already in tOtal

dissolution.ls2 Even so, both nations were willinq to commit armed

forces to the region to reassert their influence. It was the

perception of this threat that made the crisis all- the more acure

for those on the periphery.

Although the declared position of the Canadian government was

indifference, St. Laurent and Pearson immediately perceived that
the crisis had far wider implications than the Suez Cana1 itself. ls3

Each realized the powder keg Suez represented and observed with
anxiety the growing tens j-on in the region. rsa As a commonwearth

country there remained many strong ties with Great Britain. This

traditional position was advanced within the House of Commons by

the Conservatives serving as the official opposition. External
Affairs Critic Diefenbaker strongty criticized the general lack of
support for Britain and compared Nasser to Hitler and Mussolini. 1s5

When Britain called for a meeting of the users of the Suez
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Canal, Canada was not invited. Canada, however/ was to be kept in
the closest touch possible during the conference. Not having any
direct interest in the canar- i-tserf the government f ert no
misgivings at being left out.156 The government was clearly
sympathetic to the position of British prime Minister Anthony Eden
but strove to reduce the possibirities of confrict throuqh
involvement of the. United Nati_ons. The Liberals were also
sensitive to conservative charges that they were aggravating
tensions in the Middte East by selling arms to both rsraer and
Egypt, particularly since a Canadian officer, General E. tr. M.

Burns/ was in command of the u.N. force supervising the truce
between them. 1s7

A note sent from Eden to st. [aurent on Jury 28 was the first
intimation recei-ved in ottawa that the use of force was being
contemplated by England.1s8 Although st. Laurent was sympathetic to
Eden's position and saw Nasser as a potentiar threat,

he was convinced that to meet force with force,except under the aegis of the United Nations,would alienate the r-eaders of neutrar- nationssuch as fndia, and wou.l_d give Soviet Russia apretext to intervene stirl further in the Middr_eEast . 1se

The note from Eden sent to all the commonwealth prime Ministers
requested support for any move made by England in the region. Both
st ' Laurent and Pearson were irritated by Eden,s assumptÍon that
Canada would offer at l-east verbal support to action against
Egypt's President Nasser.160 Both rearised that the days of
colonial- intervention were past and that in the current period of
tension between the superpowers such a provocative move could
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potentially start a larger chain of events.

What made the Suez situation potentially worl-d threateninq
r^râc tlra i-^-eSSion it convevêd thet two mainr ÏlrrrrwqÐ Lr¡ç r¡rrl,r(:ÞÞr\Jr.r rL u(Jr¡vejuu urraL L,,.- -*-Jpean states,

recently the reading imperial powers in the region, were trying to
slow down the disengagement process or even bring it altogether to
a halt. 161 Such a move by western al-lies coutd weaken the already
precari-ous bal-ance between East and West. The invol-vement of
extra-regional powers in such a dispute coul-d escalate to the level_

of superpower confl-ict. Such an escalation could occur if it
entailed an intra-Western debacle which could entice the Soviets to
become even more provocative themselves. 162 This was an inescapable
dilemma in the expanding Cold War.163

To better appreciate Lhe feelings in Britain, pearson made a
quick tour of Europe in August. He came back veïy worried. "The
British and the French haven't cooled down in the least," he said
j-n a conversation just after his return. "The way they talk about
suez is enough to make your hair st.and on an¿. 11164 on August 3rd,
canadian mititary sources in London passed the word that, ,,it is
not a question of whether military action will- be taken but rather
a matter of how and \n/hen. "16s pearson feared a catastrophe. He

believed British action could lead to the breakup or disruption of
the UN. 166

Three days later, in a memorandum (quoted at rength
Robertson's book, crisis) pearson stated what the
believed to be at stake.

rt is crear that every possible effort must bemade to prevent a chain of devel_opments which

in Terence

õ^T¡a rnmôn I¡¡¡rru t¡ u
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would result in Anglo_French military forcebeing exerted against Egypt in a \ùay which wourdsptit the c.ommonwearth, -wãaken the angiãlÃ*åii..r,alliance, and have general consequences thatwoul-d benefit nobody but Moscow.tzt

canada's High commissj-oneï to the u.K., Norman Robertson, was wel_l_

acquainted with the goats of the g.overnment. He was a friend of
Pearson and \^ras personally instructed by him to uïge upon the
united Kingdom the wi-sdom of proceeding in a manneï designed to
obtain the greatest amount of international support and emphasize
the importance of bringing the u. N-. into the question.168

Britain, however seemed to be on a fixed path. fn discussions
with the British Foreign Minister Lord Home, Fobertson was asked
unequivocally, "rf we have to use force, would'we have the approval_
of canada?" Robertson's answeï was brunt: ,,rn.my opinion¡ fio....we
cannot support/ nor even approve, âDy resort to force. "16e The
British should have had no doubt.s about the canadian attitude.

Even though the British knew there was no support for the use
of force within canada they proceeded to invade the canal- zone. on

october the 29th rsrael invaded Egypt and the following evening
Britain and France issued an ul-timatum warning Egypt and rsrael to
withdraw ten miles from the canar Zone. rf they refused., Anglo-
French troops would move in, "in whatever strength may be necessary
to secure compli¿t ... tt170 Robertson had been informed of the
British/French ul-timatum just one hour before its issue to. the
belligerents .171

From the beginning, all the attackers, and

Britain, maintained that they had acted within the

n¡rfi¡rrl¡rl¡¡ qr rf

framework of
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international law and the U.N. Charter. The British claimed that
one of the purposes of the expedition was the protection of British
nationals threatened by the Egyptian-Israeli conflict.tt' Regarding

the protection of the canal as an international- facil-itv, it had

not been closed for a single hour until the British attacked to
- keep it open ' . 173

Throughout the course of the crisis the Suez was a subject of
heated and extensive debate in t.he u.N. security council.lTa This

debate intensified with the invasions of both the Israeli and

Anglo-French forces. Almost immediately a call for a cease-fire
was proposed within the U.N. Security Council but was vetoed by

both the British and the French. This was seen by many as sheer

cal-l-ousness in f louting the obligations of u. N. membership.ttt The

British and French lost all- Iegitimacy and their actions caused.

consternation throughout the international_ community.

rn addition to its viol-ation of major u.N. principres, the

Suez invasion was a betrayal of the NATO allies.176 The Amerir-ane.

who had vacillated throughout the crisis, v/ere not informed prior
to the invasion itsel-f. The secrecy aggravated the feelinqs of
outrage both in washington and ottawa. l77 There existed , for the
first time since the end of the war, the possibitity of a

substantiar rift between Britain and the united states.
The Anglo-French action had been taken without the knowledqe

of the British Commonweatth governments, who had been engaged right
up to the time of the attack in trying to arrange further
negotiations.rTs In ottawa there was incredulity, particularl-y on
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behalf of the Prime Minister who l-earned of the invasion throuqh a
press release. t7e

Pearson was not as upset by this, "Af ter aÌl, ,, he said
reasonably, "they couldn't have tol-d us or the Americans what they
were going to' do t or we'd have stopped them.,,1Bo To st. f,aurent,
who regarded candid consultation as a fundamental part of the
relations among friendly countries, Eden's sêcrê.r\¡ was a major
betrayal whiCh he never cnrite foroer¡a 181

on the basis of avairabre information, the canadian
courd not endorse the military actions of either rsraeÌ.
Kingdom t or France. Canada suspended al_t shipments
rsrael, and woul-d shape its course in conformity
obligations under the united Nations charter.lB2
Commissioner to the U.K. was told by pearson to,

express to the United Kingdom Government ourfeeling of bewilderment añd dismay at thedecision which they have taken. . . decisionswhich came as a complete surprise to us andwhich had not been hinted at in any previousdiscussion. . .makinq cooperation extraordinarily
dif f icul¡. 183

Communication was finally received from London in the form of
a note from Anthony Eden. rt repeated the declared reasons for the
invasion, adding that Eden knew he could look for canadian
llnrlorqf anÁi nnurf us! r LarrL¿r'l.y . He even went so f ar as to 100k to ottawa f or
q tt nn^rÈv gt/l/vr L ¡ There v¡as scant prospect of that, foï ottawa was

beginning to receive reports of the connj-vance' between the rsrael-is
and France. st ' f,aurent and Pearson knew- that Eden's message was

replete with falsehoods. l8a

government

rne unl_t'ed

of arms to
with its
The High
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St. Laurent, still feeling betrayed by his fellow statesman,

was infuriated with the implication that Canada should support so

iIl conceived an enterprise. Pearson was equally disturbed by the
contents of the note, but remained carm. The two men agreed t.hat

each should prepare a draft reply, and that they woul-d compare them

before raising the matter at a Cabinet meeting later that day. St.
Laurent went to work, setting down in words his feelinqs of
indignation and his sense of having been betrayed; pearson

suggested some changes to make the tone somewhat softer/ expressing

more regret than indignation over the tr¡rn of ewenf .c, and looking
ahead for a possible way out of the criticar situation.r's

The result was a response which explained frankly, and as an

ally, the concern of the Canadian government over the tense
situation.186 Much was made of these exchanges of'heated
telegrams' by the press, let examination of the contents of these
notes reveals a tone surprisingly tame in comparison with the
initial- reaction. The feelings expressed by st. Laurent were

absent and in their place cal-m reason. This may be attributed to
the calming influence of pearson in such matters.

There was still the matter of what Canada would do at the
emergency meeting of the United Nations scheduled for November 1st.
St. Laurent call-ed a Cabinet meeting to decide the Canadian

position. This meeting occurred forty eight hours after
hostilities began in Suez. The sudden and irreversible move of the
Anglo-French forces placed the Commonwealth, the North Atl_antic
Treaty AlI-iance, the Anglo-American unwritten pact, and the United



Nations itself, in jeopardy.l8i

Aq,

St.. Laurent called for the meeting
and sent word to pearson, who was by this stage splitting his time
between Ottawa and the U.N-., to ffy from Nêw york to attend.

The meeting occurred upon Pearson's return from the United
Natj-ons on october 31st. Already he had been formulating a plan
which could potentially solve atl the probl-ems he currently faced.
The previous evening he had telephoned London and Washington to see

if the British and Amerj-can governments could be persuaded to
support a proposal for a United Nations force. Just prior to the
Cabinet meeting, word was received from both capitals that the two
governments welcomed the proposal as an eventual- or ultimate
solution, but considered it too complicated to serve their
respective interests in the immedíate future.188 pearson entered
the Cabinet meeting with only the vague outlines of a plan and no

¡laar ^nñ^y+rrniJ--' *-^ .i*^1^vì/À/vr Lur¡! uJ Lv rrrr¡rrvflleIlt it .

Due to the divergence of views within Cabinet, there was still
significant sympathy for Britain, Pearson was careful not to ask

for detail-ed and specific instructions from his colleagues; it was

simply agreed that he should fly to New york immediately, and see

what he coul-d do to extricate the British and French from the
impossible situation into which they were plunging deeper and

deeper by the hour.l8e There was some discussion but St. Laurent
did not al-low it to continue f or long. reo

It was further decided that Pearson woutd consul-t the prime

Minister by telephone if a decision had to be taken, and. other
ministers would be on hand if another cabinet meetinq was
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required.lel As the meetíng broke üp, pearson and st. Laurent

chatted for a moment in the corner of the Council Chamber; "Do as

you think best, " Pearson was tord r will- support you here. "1e2

St. Laurent gave Pearson wide liberty to do whatever possible to
avoj-d catastrophe, and in promising him his full- support, delegated

decision-making authority to pearson.le3

Pearson's actions at the United Nations resul-ted in the
creation of the world's first peacekeeping force, the united
Nations Emergency Force (UNEF). Once the suggestion had been made

to the General Assembly, events moved very quickly. An

implementation plan was drafted within 48 hours and included a

strong Canadian contingent. The government then drafted an Order

In Council authorizing the sending of a battalion which was put on

alert. The government had ten days to call for a debate on the
matter. In that time, it was determined that a signal coïps v/as

more vitally needed in the force so the combat unit stood down

while other troops went in their stead.

The Debate Over UNEF I
The debate within the House of Commons, continued for four

days before a conclusion was reached. Throuqhout the course of the
debate various points of view were advanced by both the government

and the opposition. At times these percept.ions were concurrent but
more often than not they diverged greatly. rt is important to
first have a clear understanding of the process which prompted the
debate and how it was perceived by the members of the House. From

this basis, the discussion may then move on to consideration of
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whether involvement in UNEF r was an issue in and of itself.
Although an inauspicious beginning for the first cänadian
peacekeepers, their inclusion in the force prompted serious debate
within the House of Commons.

As parriament was not in session at the time, st. Laurent
called a special emergency session. rn the Throne speech opening
the session, st. Laurent clearly l-aid out the role the House of
commons was to pray within the decision-making process saying,

I think all_ hon. members wil_l want to reacha point where a decision can be made as towhether or not the House is going to all_ow_the giovernment to carry out the decisionimplemented in the ordér in councir that rhave just tabled. We will see how-thinqsproceed. We do not intcnd tn nreninir.io
matters, and ir wilr-Ë-;;r-ã"5i;:-iå'Ëiã.""u
in a way that will meet what we apprehänd isthe wish of the country, that parliament do.,after proper consideraLion, pröno,rrrce itselfupon the conduct of the goveinment.len

Althougrh the decision had al-ready been made by cabinet through the
Order in Councilles and partially implemented, the decision had to
go through the House of commons for approval before funds could be
allocated' Any member of the House coul-d voice their opinion and
offer suggestions oï criticisms. This last function v/as of
particuJ_ar importance to the opposition.

St' Laurent quickly laid out the role of government within the
decision-making process .

The government has to take the resnÕnsit^rj I ifr¡of máking a decision ana tnen-p;;"i;;;i;-i;-'the hands of parliament so thal parliamenc
may determine whether it will provide thefunds to implement that decision or whetherit will refuse to provide the funds and geranother government to carry out the policies
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that parliament wants to have carried out.
Just as soon as it was possible to make a
concrete decision which we could submit to
parl-j-ament we made t.hat decision, and on the
same day we reconmended that His Excellency
sllInmon parliament. 1e6

He clearly believed that as Prime Minister, he had the authority to

choose a course of action. St. Laurent then presented himsel-f and

his government to parliament to meet al-l parliamentary

requirements. As to whether his decision was in the best interests

and in keeping with the wishes of the country, that would be

determined throuqh the course of the debace

Although Cabinet operated (as it always has) without any

direct parliamentary input, there was still the recogrnition that
its actions had to be approved. This recognition is fundamental to

the workings of responsibl-e government in Canada.

responsibility not only to parliament but to the people of Canada

members of parliament represent. This l-ack of parliamentary

influence was attacked by Opposition member Mr. D.M. Fleming

sayíng,

AtI that the Prime Minister was saying in
effect was that the government had to take
the decision and then refer to parliament
within ten days. But that is no reason for
not calling parliament together in the days
of a critical international situation, when
surely there was need for an opportunity for
the elected representatives of the people to
meet and to deliberate. 1e7

Parliament was not in session at the time of the crisis and Fleming

argued that it should have been cal_Ied much sooner.

According to St. Laurent, holding the debat.e any earlier would

have been senseless.
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It would have been a pretty strange positionfor us to take to havã inviteO members ofparJ_iament to come down here without hawi nrrtaken our responsibitity, 
"nA f.""i;; ;;åi^'"taunt us with being afrãid to take Éh" prope,responsibifity and of trying to get anindication from them as to what that decisionshoul_d be. le8

st' Laurent considered his primary responsibility to be to make the
type of decision he was elected to make. coupled with this was an
understanding of, "what has arways been the constitutional
requirement and the constj-tutional practice. " 1ee St. Laurent did
not have to call- parliament until a decision was made. rf he had,
it would have been perceived as a sign of weakness or
indecisiveness. St. Laurent was unwilling to abrogate his
decision-making authority in this manner.

other members of the House deferred to the decision-making
authority of the government. Michner and winch both voiced
opinions concerning canadian involvement in UNEF r, but conceded
that the government had the authority and responsibility to act.
As Winch stated,

The government has the responsibitity and ifit f ail_s Ít wilJ- be chargeã in this ñouse. ,oo

Many members of parriament (M.p.s) demanded a more prominent
role in the decision-making process. The acting leader of the
Opposition, W.E. ROwe took e¡¿¡ontian fa the timincr rrf the debate
saying,

it would have been preferable for thegovernment to have secured the approval ofparliament before the Canadian contingentleft our shores for the Middle East.20í

The opposition would have preferred to be involved in the actual
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decision-making process. Although the debate came after
implementation had already begun, the opposition did not attack
this point vigorously. This fact leads one to assume that they

recognized the government's authority and fel-t little need to
pursue this point.

Other M.P.s such as Social Credit leader S.E. Low, believed
the debate was well timed, saying,

I think the Prime Minister did call parliament
in time so we can give careful consideration
to what the United Nations has asked of üs¡
and so we can get all the information we
require in order to make a solid decision.202

A 'solid' decision would, in effect, be a judgement of the
government's actions. fn making such a decision the issue of
peacekeeping would inevitably be raised.

Although parliament played no role in the initial decision to
send troops to participate, members like G.W. Mcleod demanded a

more prominent rol_e in any subsequent decisions.

We fin parliament] would want to be further
consulted; it should be the parliament of
Canada that should make the decision with
respect to any future change that might be
deemed necessarv.2o3

In this wâ!, parliament could ensure that the government's actions
woul-d be in the best interests of al_I Canadians.

Pearson supported the sharing of information between

government and parliament. Opposition members l-amented that they
were not involved in the process. To which Pearson responded,

I agree that in a time of emergency and crisis
there should be the greatest possible exchange
of information between the government and
opposition leaders. 2oa



The problem was that during

that there was no time to
Pearson was splitting time
while St. Laurent was busy

stated that the practice of
debate was worth following
instance.

fl_

the crisis, developments moved. so fast
inform l-et alone involve parliament.

between Ottawa and the United Nãtions,
-l. rrri n^ +^ -^*-Lryrrrg L(J rRanag:e his Cabinet. pearson

informing opposition l_eaders before a

but that it was impossible in this

The potential involvement of parliament woul-o seem to be
counter to the decision-making style of st. Laurent and the manner
in which he conducted his government. Although he woul-d often
consult cabinet on important matters, St. Laurent reserved ultimate
decision-making authority for himself. The great deal of trust he

had in his Minister for External Affairs ensured pearson a

promi-nent place in the decision-making process. parliament would
have been a burden on an already hard pressed group of decision
makers ' There is no question that had parliament been allowed to
convene, during the crisis, the decision-making process woul-d have
taken more time than was readily available.

However, st. Laurent did not merely discount parliament. He

\,ras a renowned parliamentarian and understood the duties and

obligations of his government. Parl-iament played an important role
within his conception of Canadian government. He stated in his
closing remarks that,

r_t was necessary to have parliament meet. ..to determine whether or not there would befunds provided by parliament to implementthat Êecision, because I think that is the+ ^^+ 205
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St. Laurent understood that parliament was the pJ-ace where aIl the
divergent views could be considered. If it turned out that a

m:-inri {_r¡ ¿li ¡l ¡¡l- arrnna-r +lr.td'JL.,r-LLy (lru It(]L support the actions of his government t.hey woul_d

not allow his government to cont.inue in of f ice. The actual_

l-ikel-ihood of that occurring with a majority government in porver

^*- 1 lwaJ ÞIttclI.L.

Throughout the course of the debate the opposition raj-sed

point after point questioning the motivations of the government's

action. This may be considered being representative of the
diverging views of the canadian people themsel-ves. The opposition
certainly attempted to make it look this way . As G . w. t"fcl,eod

stated,

There seems to be quite a difference of
opinl_on in Canada, and I think the House of
Commons is the sounding board upon which
these opinions should be expressed and wheredefinite decisions should be made so the
people of this country may feel_ their bestinterests are being l_ooked af ter. 206

The fact is that canadian participation within this the inauqural
UNPKO v¡as debated quit.e vigorously within the House of Commons.

The opposition questioned the government's actions and did its
Ìevel- best to make the government appear inept and completely out
of touch with the desires of the Canadian people. Although this
pJ-an centred around many different issues, particularly important
to this study is the degree to which involvement in a uNpKo was an

issue in and of itsetf.
Although half a worl-d away, the j_nvolvement of Britain and

France, in a situation which could potentially resurt in superpower
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conflict/ ensured that the Middl-e E-ast cri-sis would be uppermost in
the minds of Canadians. As acting l-eader of the opposition Rowe

stated, "This is a vital issue which touches the heart of every
canadian."207 This position was reinforced by s.E. Low-saying,

Although there are many vexatious domestic
problems that face our Canadian people. . .yet uppermosL in their minds is the Midd1e
East problem. 208

The involvement of Canada's two traditional atl-ies ensured a great
deal of interest in this crisis for the canadian people.

The attitude which the g'overnment took regarding those powers

flrrnrrnhnrr'{- +VL.rrr(-,LrylrtJLlL LrLe crl-sl-s / was questioned by the opposition. rn the
his address Rowe delineated the areas which the opposition woul_d

criticize. This came in the form of a four point amendment to the
Throne Speech' one concerned Hungary but the other three concerned.

the government's actions in the UNEF crisis. The opposition
questioned the government's, "course of gratuitous condemnation of
the U.K. and France; the meek following of American policies and

accepting dictation from President Nasser."20e Each opposition
member in turn attacked the government on these points.

The opposition maintained quite vehemently, that the
government was out of touch with the strong feelings of the
Canadian people in this matter. Rowe believed that the qovernmenr

had threatened the whole of the western alliance and. were, "losing
the confidence of our people at home."210 H.c. Green attributed
this to a government which had been too lonq in office. rn his
n^i ^'i ^- +t^^ --^r,^..**^*! L^ I i -1- -uprrrrurr/ Lfle government had no idea what was really going on.

Fee'l 'i nos ôn the.se crnc.qt i onq re i qori hr¡ l-l-r^u¡¡vJe YuçÐ ulvr¡Ð r q!Ðçu !J LlIc
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Suez crisis, Mr. Speaker, are running very
deep in Canada , far deeper I bel_ieve than
the government has the sliohtest conccnl-.j6¡.
Listãnine to ir.ä-p'i*; Mi;í;;ãI-r-;;;iã nor
help but think he has been J_iving in some
other land altogether so far as public
reaction to these issues is concerned.211

Other opposition members such as Michener and L. Balcer, supported

this position and expressed dissatisfaction with the St. Laurent
government.

The opposition did more than just attack the policies of the
government. Scathing criticisms were made of St. Laurent and his
attitude towards Britain and France. Few M.P.s touched upon the
issue of peacekeeping itself, opting instead to attack the
government for 'abandoning' her two traditional all-ies. It was

felt that through the weakening of such alliances the position of
Communists around the world was strenqthened. Pearson, the
individual- most directly involved, received only cursory criticism,
compared to those heaped upon the prime Minister.

such personal attacks may merery reflect the roles each played

within the government. As head of the government, St. Laurent was

the individual responsi-ble for the policies his governmenr

followed. Pearson was considered a man who was very good at his
job, whire st. Laurent v/as painted as a man taking canada into
dangerous territory. It was also clear that the opposition saw St.
Laurent as the more passionate of the two, and attempted to qoad

him into making a mistake. This policy eventually paid dividends
for the Opposition.

whire defending the position the g.overnment took in reqard to
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Britain and France, st. Laurent stated that he had been,

"scandalized more than once by the attitude of the 1arger powers. ,,

He went on to say that,
the era when the supermen of Europe could
govern the whole world had and is comingpretty close to an end.212

This remark, made in the heat of the moment, added fuel to the
opposition attacks and focused attention upon st. Laurent.

H.C. Green expressed the opinion that St. Laurent had betraved
the Commonwealth. He call_ed the Suez crisis,

the most disgraceful period for Canada in thehistory of this nation. It is high time
Canada had a government which will not knife
Canada's best friends in the back.213

According to D.M. Fleming this betrayal was a
government's own blindness and obstinacv . nzLA

responsibility for this betrayal rested squarely

of St. Laurent. He bel_ieved, "The prime Minister
in sackcloth and ashes. "21s

result

He

on the

nr r nlr J-

^€ rr + 1.^
vL I LIIç

believed

shoulders

t^- râñônl-

From the outset/ many members of the House (including st.
Laurent and Pearson¡ asked that the debate be conducted on a non-

partisan basis. rn his opening remarks, st. f,aurent asked the
House to, "rise above political partisanship in dealing with this
question".216 Pearson also considered the matter ,far too serious
to be dealt with f rom a purely partisan point of view" .217 r,ow,

Hamilton, Mcleod, Knowl-es and Bal-cer, all made remarks to the
effect that the debate should be non-partisan.

It was clear that the opposition had its own agenda. Rather

than deal with the issue of whether Canada should or shou]d not be
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participating in the force, the opposition attempted to make the
government appear aloof and uncaring about the Canadian people.

These attacks upon the government and the Prime Minister in
particular were not in keeping with the spirit of the debate. They

appeared to be politically motivat.ed. The worse the opposition
could make st. Laurent appear to the canadian people, the better
their position would be. ft was not until well into the third day

of the debate that winch re-introduced the basic suestion.

We have been dealing with these matters from
Monday up to the present time, when they
could have been settted in two hours. In
my estimation the time since Monday has been
spent by the official opposition for the
purposes of a Conservative convention and an
election next June.2rB

This was a turning point in the debate. untir this moment, the
opposition had set the course of the debate, practically ignoring
the basic question of peacekeeping. Winch's statement focused the

debate on the fundamental_ issue.

f hope that now we will stick strictly to
the principle. Do we believe in the force?2le

It is interesting to note that the creation of such a force
v/as introduced in ParIi-ament months bef ore the Suez crisis
occurred. ft was suggested by John Diefenbaker as a possible
solution to the problems of the region. This fact was brouqht out
by Rowe, in an attempt to make sure that. credit for the idea went

where it was due.

The idea put forward by
through the hon. member
ten months ago in this
revived at fãst in the
international emergencv

the opposition
for Prince Atbert

house was hastily
proposal to send an
fcrce to the danqer
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area/ even thoug! it was merely sco.ffed offten months ago. ,ro

At no time during the debate did the government deny this
fact. rn speaking about the force itsel_f pearson stated,

I hope it was valuable but it certainly wasnot novel; except in the sense that it wasadopted, but in no other respect,221

Pearson did not take credit for the idea of the force. Nor did he

attempt to take credit for his efforts in having it adopted. That
such a force was created at such a pivotal time was/ and stil_l is,
accredited to the diplomatic skills and personal abilities of Mr.

Pearson. Many members of the House recognized the position pearson

had made for Canada within the United Nations.222

We are very happy indeed that it was the
Canadian representative in the person of our
Secretary of State for External Affairs who
proposed the establishment of the United
Nations force. f think that is somethinq
about which every Cãnadian can indeed beproud and happy.rrt

At no time during the debate did any member of the House

express concern over canada's involvement in the uNpKo. Many

members bel-ieved that the crisis could have developed into a global
conflict and expressed support for the principles of the United
Nations. Rowe himself stated,

There is no disagreement among us regarding
t.he desirability of forming a UN po.lice foiceto police the Suez canal area.22a

And yet, the debate raged for another three days, with little or no

mention of the force itself.
The opposition amendment represented a vote'of non-confidence

in the policies of the government and was defeated.z2s rt was not
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until- the incisive remarks by Winch that members began addressing

the matter of the peacekeeping force itself. Att members who spoke

after winch expressed strong support for the mission. McTvor

summarised the feelings of the House saying,

I am sure the Secretary of State for External
Affairs can go back tonight or tomorrow
morning feeJ-ing that all_ sides of this house
are hank'i nrr him nn in dn'i nrr hiq drrfrz inars JJCIUJ\IJ.j9 l1¿¡rr !r¡ vv¿¡¡þ SUp-
port of the United Nations.226

This return to the fundamental-s of the debate provided pearson

with an opportunity to respond to the criticisms which were

obviously directed towards the person of prime Minister st.
Laurent.

I would point out to my hon. friends opposite
who have all, f think, without exception
expressed themsel_ves as being in favour of
the idea of a United Nations force and even
felt that it should have been in existence
long before this crisis, that if the Canadian
delegation had taken the action at the first
meeting of the United Nations special assembly
which some of them have suggested we should
have taken, to support the United Kingdom
and France in their efforts to prevent the
consideration of this question at the United
Nations assembly in that action, and if that
support and that of other members of the
assembJ_y had been effecti_ve, there could have
been no consideration of any United Nations
force at this time, or possibty at any othertime in the f uture. 227

In essence, the support for the peacekeeping effort itself and the
harsh criticism of the government's position regarding Britain and

France were inconsistent. UNEF would not have been created had the
â^r'^Þññ^-+ -^kon :nrz nthar naci J-i n-yvvs!rlrr.srtL- Ld.--_-- pOSf tl_On.

The nature of this inaugural debate over UNEF was in keepinq
with the style of the St. Laurent government. The government acted
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unifaterally throughout the crisis, following its well--established
activist course in international affairs . Al-though St. Laurent
retained ultimate decision-making authority at arr times, the
relationship he shared with his Minister of Externat Affairs
arlowed Pearson to act with almost a free hand. A fact which,
although obvious to all observers received no critÍcism in the
House of C-ommons.

Being so well-versed'in the parliamentary requirements ensured

that St. Laurent did what was necessary to keep parliament involved
in the process. ff the course which he and pearson had set for the
country was not popular, then his government would have been

removed. As this was not the case, the opposition took the
opportunity to provoke St. Laurent into an emotional outburst
regarding the earlier actions of Britain and tr-rance. Al-thouqh this
had no effect on Canadian participation in UNE"F it does demonstrate

the strong pro-British and pro-French sentiments of the time. That
there was some degree of apprehension (if not dissension¡ in
Cabinet over Pearson's ambiguous ptan also suggests that feel-inqs
ran strong in support of Britain and France.

The Suez crisis with the swift escalation into hostilities and

the potential for Superpower involvement was an internationaf
problem. The inability of any of the tGreat'powers to devise a

solution presented a well renown and respected statesman like
Pearson with an opportunity. An opportunity which he seized and

forever changed the face of international affairs. rt was

important enough to warrant an emergency session of parliament to



Although the debate v¿as long and invol-ved íssues that went

well beyond the matter of sendÍng troops to participate in UNEF, it
did recognize the importance of becoming involved in such a

mission. There was little doubt that peacekeeping was a role that
was acceptable to the Canadian government and people. As Rol-and

Michener noted at the time,

discuss Canada's role. After

of UNEF v/as the crowning

government. For his efforts

Peace Prize.

Let us hope that by having taken this
action which is unusual and pathfinding
a way, it witl have set a precedenL.z2B

Litt1e did Mr. Michener know, that participation
peacekeeping forces would become a poticy

subsequent Canadian government.

bU

twel-ve years in office the creation

achievement for the St. Laurent

, Pearson later received the Nobel

l-n

in United Nations

nnhe'l rì l'lrz ê\¡êr\Zçvvrf

The Conservative Diefenbaker g-overnment and then the Liberal
Pearson government al-l- followed the standard of peacekeeping

established in 1956. The dynamic Canadian involvement in the

creation and imprementation of UNEF gave canada a level of
international prestige which by far exceeded its capabilities. It
\,,/as not until- Pierre Elliot Trudeau came to power in 1968 that
canada's role as a peacekeeper would be seriously questioned.
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Prime Minister Trudeau

When Pierre Elliot Trudeau came to power, it marked a turninq
point in Canadian government. Trudeau brought with him a series of
reforms which would forever change the way government decisions
were made especially in the area of foreign affairs. When

considering his influence on foreign policy decisions there are
three elements to consider. The first is his personal philosophy
encompassing how he regarded foreign policy issues as a whole.
second j-s the structurar changes he made and how this
reorganization affected the decision-making pïocess. Finalty the
foreign policy review of l-970 delineated how the Trudeau sovernment

intended to conduct Canadian foreign poticy. All three are sal-ient
features of the Trudeau government which would be brouqht to bear
in the second case study.

Pierre Elliot Trudeau was a man of great intellectual
achievement. He did not, however, have very-much experience of
g'overnment and admitted it . " The f urther \ùe advance into the
modern age," he said, "the less important experience will become.

ft's much more' important to have the necessary adaptability with
which to f ace and sol-ve new problems . " 

22e Not havinq had the
ovnoriôñ^ô ^f .qôme of h.i e r-.,fedeCeSSOfS it is nerhal.)q m.)re imnortantJv¡LLu v! ¡rrÐ t/r ELrE\rçÞÞ(Jl5 I L __

to consider his ideas concerning foreign affairs generally to
understand how foreign policy would be conducted during his term as

Prime Minister.

Trudeau entered Federal potitics with a very definite concept
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of internationa,l- af f airs and of Canada's place in the world.230 He

was determined to brinq this series of abstractions and notions

into practice.23l As Zink states;

His political philosophy, shaped by the late
Harold Laski's brand of Fabían socialism,
was roughly that of the left-wing academic
of the Western Worl-d: Abstract egalitarianism;
unilateral disarmament regardless of the perils
of the international situation; relativism
of moral values; and boundless faith in elitist
social engineering within an idealized concept
of al-truistic collectivism.232

Trudeau assumed that what l-ooks good in theory must have good

practical results. It was simply a matter of transforming his

ideas into reality. To accomplish this Trudeau relied heavily on

realism and the first area in which he attempted to apply his

theories was foreign policy.233

Trudeau apparently had very clear and definite notions as to

what val-ues Canadi-ans shoul-d promote abroad. In his own words ,

Our history has not permitted us to rel-ax
in contentment, our climate has been a conscant
challenge, our population has never been
monolithic in origin, and seldom have we
taken ourselves too seriously. We are
identifiable because of our moderation and
our affability/ our tolerance of others and
our acceptance of change. We believe t.hat
our social institutions are of our choosing
and for our benefit; v¡e prefer, in this country,
to lead lives in which courtesy and good
humour and conmon sense are stil_l reqarded
as desirabl-e attributes .23a

Canadian foreign policy would merely be the extension abroad of
arra I i I i ac .âñadians alfeadr¡ rrnqqoqqad Canada'S f O¡pi on nnl .i r-wvqr¡qvlq¡re qr!equJ È/vÐÐçÐÐsu. uqllqua ù !LJ!çryrr F/urru-/

woul-d be determined by considering what would best promote the
'national- interest' .
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Trudeau believed that there was no secrer involved
determining what course to take in foreign affairs. rt should

determined by Canadian values. As Trudeau stated;

This is the aim of our foreign policy;
to serve our national interest and express
our national identity abroad so that other
countries know us. They know what v¡e stand
for, they know what our interests are and
what our values are/ in the economic sphere,
in the cultural sphere, in the social_ sphere,
in the ideological sphere. This is what our
f oreign policy is al-l- about. 23s

Canada's efforts internationally would promote the national-

interest not only- through the bett.erment of Canada, but through

bringing about of the kinds of situations which would be most

favourable to the furtherance of Canadian interests and values.236

Trudeau was well aware of how small the modern world had become.

Interdependence was the rule of the day and was carried over into
the realm of foreign policy.237 As Trudeau stated,

These are the aims then of our foreign policy,
to serve our national interests, and when I
say national- interests I am not thinking in
any egotistical sense of just what's happening
to Canadians. It's in our national_ interest
to reduce the tensions in the world.238

How this concern for the nationaf interest would affect foreiqn
policy would be tempered by Trudeau's considerations of Canada's

capabilities and need to pursue national interests abroad. He

referred to Canada as a "smaller power", and even more, his remarks

to the effect that, "we're more interested in what is good for
canac]a wcr ro n.rf f rr¡.i nrr f n rìoJ- ormi nñ ^-1- I ^-.^¡f a rt rava= lvqrrqsq/'..wç!glluL.,,LIYrIrYLvuçuçlrllrrfc(:ã.LCIlIO.1 f:Vc:IILÞrIÇVCd.I

a sr-:eot i ci sm abOUt Canada's .'â11âr'i tw tO inf luenCe the external

environment.23e

IN

be
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That environment had changed dramatically in the time since

Canada first entered the international arena as an independent

player. Such changes demanded changes in the way Canadians

considered the world at large. Trudeau believed that,

Foreign policy can be shaped and is shaped,
mainly by the value judgements of the
Government at any given time. But it is also
shaped by the possibilities that are open to
Canada at any given time - basically by the
constraints or opportunities presented by the
prevailing international situation. ft is
shaped too by domestic considerations, by the
internal- pressures exerted on the Government,
by the amount of resollrces which the Government
can af f ord to empl-oy. 2ao

What the government needed was a review which would consider

Canada's capabilities and determine how best to appfy them in an

international- settinq.
Fundamental to this perspective v¡as an emphasis on domestic

matters. Before l-ooking outward to the larqer world one must first
have matters at home under control.
opportunities, risks and challenges.

home. As Trudeau stated,

One need not look abroad for
lÏhora r¡rêrê nlonl-r¡ ¿'rf tlrnca ¡f¿lIçIç WçIç VIgr¡Ui V! LrMg CtL

In a very real sense civil_ization and culture
in North America are more menaced/ more
strongly menaced/ more strongly threatened,
by internal disorders than by external
pressure in my scale of values f am
perhaps less worried now about what might
happen over the Berlin Walt than what might
happen in Chicago, New york, and perhaps
our own great cities in Canada.2al

Although Trudeau himself led the campaisn to establish overseas

contacts to bal-ance U.S. j_nfluence, he general_.1-y avoided public

involvement in international issues.2n2 It seems clear that Trudeau
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\,v-as interested in foreign affairs mainly to the extent that they

could infl-uence the internal problems closest to his heart.2a3 How-

this predisposition would affect the formul-ation and conduct of
foreign affairs woul-d be laid out in the government's review- of
r970.

When Trudeau stated that, "Canada should not base its policy

^h ra¡¡f ina tO WOfld events hv rllshin^ :rnrrnrl 'l-rr¡'i ncr tn l-rc âuvçrrur yI !uÈrr¿¡¡y q!vul¡u urJfr¡y uv !ç q

helpful fixer", it sounded suspiciously fike an outright rejection

of twenty years of active and often successful intervention in

international- crises: which it was.2aa Althouqh he did not condemn

the policies which had preceded his arrival, he v¡as unwilling to

endorse existing policy.zas

Trudeau wanted to reshape major policies according to his view

of the wor1d..2a6 It would not be'business as usual' in the Trudeau

gOVernment'. The review would define, if not re-define, what

Canada, under T'rudeau's leadership, was striving for in the field
of external affairs. As Trudeau himself stated,

As members of a political party we should be
thinking not only of the type of goals we
wish to achieve in our society, but of their
relative importance, and of the best means
of achievinq them within a reasonable time.2a7

The review endeavoured to define the philosophy and present the

hasi r- nri nni nl cq of h'i s Government's concent of Canada'sr¡rrlv¡¡L u vvr¡vvÈ/u \

contribution to the maintenance of world r>eace.zn8

Existing policies would be reviewed and scrutinized according

to their utility or cost-effectiveness. Trudeau summarized the

rar¡'i or^r nr^'^ôêo â ô f n'1 'l nt.t¡! ç v lçw v! V9çÐÐ AÞ I(JIIUWJ t
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We are attempting to learn whether Canada,
by assessing in a systematic fashion its own
and the world situation, may play a more
effective role in pursuing its objectives.
We want to be sure that we are doing, so far

=h'l 6¡ l- ho ri nhì- J. h i nac i n J-1ra ri nh1-O.Þ WE q.Ie O.lJIe r L]IE r ryIIL Lr¡rt¡yÐ r¡¿ Llrç r a\-1 IIL
places. Canada's resources / both human and
physical/ are immense, but they are not limit-
less. We must establish priorities which
will permit us to expend our energies in a
fashion that will best further the values
we cherish. 2as

Trudeau attempted to place Canada's external relations within

a framework which represented a realistic view of the world

believed that Canada should not exaggerate the extent of

influence upon the course of world events.2s0 Canada was to n^mô t^

^^r ^+terms - realistically, and pragmatically

international problems.2sl This did not

¡lc

ì +^aL-

with a whole new

mean that Canada, as a

smal-ler nation, would be overwhelmed by the magnitude of challenges

it faced internationally. There was still room to promote Canadian

values. As Trudeau stated,

we do not further these values by withdrawing
from the world, nor will- this government ever
suggest that we should. But neither do we
further those values effectively by needlessly
f rarrman{-ì nn nrrv nf f¡¡{-c }rr¡ rlni ¡n .l-l-ri nno +l-ìi+r!qylttsllLrrly (JLll- s!!(JI LÞ / uy L¡\JJ_II9 LIIIII9S LIIdL
others can and should do better. Above alJ_,
we accomplish nothing by refusing to recognize
that in the past two decades there have been
changes in the world and in Canada which
demand fresh policies and adjusted viewpoints.,t,

T¡ ol-={-'i næ {-hrf f nra j nn nn] .i n-'rrr ù LaL_Lrry LirqL !u!çryrr pUf f (-y Wd¡' the extension abroad of

national policies, Trudeau seemed Lo say that self-interest should

replace the strain of idealism which had run so strongly through

Canada's rel-ations with the worl_¿.2s3 The result was Ëanroi ¡n Dn'l i r. ---JV

for some of theFor Canadians, and it would have dire conseguences
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traditional- cornerstones o'f Canadian international- relations.
Prime Minister Trudeau's world view had profound effects upon

the conduct of Canadian foreign rel-ations. Now that the national
interest was to be pursued/ one coul-d look at the world from a more

realistic historical- perspective. As Trrrdeau stated.

Canada's position in the world is now very
different from that of the post-war years.
Then we were probably the largest o'f the
smal-I powers. Our currency was one of the
strongest. We were the fourth or fifth
trading natíon and our economy was much
stronger than the European economies. Ours
were among the very strongest navy and air
forces. But now Europe has reqained its
strength.25a

The perceived'strength of Europe, coupled with the realization that
Canadian resources were at best limited, prompted a reassessment of
Canada's role in the NATO alliance.

Considered by some as the preeminent consideration within
Canadian defence policy, NATO was to be scrutinized in terms of
Canada's new-found self-interest.

Membership in international organizations is
not an end in itself and Canada's efforts at
al-I times will be directed to ensuring that
those organizations continue to serve a use-
f ul purpose.'ss

As a result the Canadian commitment to NATO was reduced from 10,000

to 5,000 men. It was a clear índication that the Trudeau
..-.-^-! ---q willinrr J-n nìrrcìrâ l-ho-ir ^r.7n fnraì-- n^li^-' ^^-lôyuvc!r.rrrlËrlL wctÐ wrrrrrry LrJ owlL rorel_gn porlcy goa.LS

rather than merery foltow a pre-established defence policy oï
military alliance.2s6

The revÍew and subsequent decrease in the Canadian commitment

to NATO implied that Trudeau was not afraid to revise what were
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once considered untouchable areas of traditional Canadian

involvement. Another historically prominent area of involvement

was the United Nations and Canada's involvement in United Nations

peacekeeping operations (UNPKOs) .

Under Lester Pearson, Canada had stood in the forefront of

creative leadership and contribution to UN forces. This commitment

was expressed through the earmarking of a battalion in 7963,

trained and equipped for the purpose of peacekeeping. This force

would be placed at the disposal of the United Nations on short

notice anywhere in the world.257 In stark contrast, Trudeall's

annroach to the traditional activities of the United Nations in*rr-

this period could be best characterized as low key.2sB

Previously, Canada had contributed to peacekeeping forces from

a genuine belief that such forces made strides towards the solution

of such conflicts but this was a belief not shared by Prime

Minister Trudeau.25e Government statements regarding peacekeeping

were significantly devoid of the kind of rhetoric that accompanied

past peacekeeping operations, reflecting a more sober, realistic
approach. 260

Despite the apparent downgrading of peace and security as a

policy objective in Foreiqn Policv For Canadians, the Trudeau

government remained responsive to appeals for forces to participate
in peacekeeping operations.'6r such a position was arso based upon

years of Canadian experience. Canada had supported every UNPKO and

shared in their successes and frustrations. Accordinq to some

observers, there existed in Canada a very real conviction on the
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There v¡ere, however, marked chanqes in the manner in which the

Trudeau government approached matters of peacekeeping. once the

earlier altruistic thrust ceased to predominate, Canadian offers to
participate were proffered after more careful- assessment.263 Guided

by more sober and realistic goals and faced with a transformed and

less effective- org[anization, there \,vas littte' scope for dashing

Canadian initiatives.264

In keeping with the emphasis on realism, the government

decided its efforts shourd be devoted, not to seeking ne\ù-

opportunities for Canadian participation but to ensuring that any

new peacekeeping missions would stand a reasonable chance of

success.26s As stated in the review,

There could be further international demands
for Canadian participatj-on in peacekeeping
operations - especially in regional conflicts.
The Government is determined that this special
brand of Canadian expertise wil-l- not be
dispersed or wasted on ilI-conceived operations
but employed judiciously where the peacekeeping
operation and the Cänadian contribution to it
seem likely to improve the chances for lasting
settlement.266

Any future decisions to participate in UNPKOs would have to meet

certain criteria before the government chose to send forces.

The election of Pierre Elliot Trudeau marked a ma-jor chang:e in

some of the relationships of the Prime Minister in the conduct of
forei on ef fei rs Not onl v did TfUdeaU lar-k ânv mâ j¡¡¡ anrrornmont:lL vr¡rl rrqu9qu !qui\ qrrj rlrqJv! Yvv9rr¡¡r(91ruur

experience but his realist outlook put tension on his Secretary of

State for External Affairs, Mitchell Sharp Their working
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relationship was not nearly as close as that shared between St

Laurent and Pearson.267

The Trudeau review had a major organizational impact on the

formulation and implementation of Canadian foreign policy.268 The

Department of External Affairs was no longer to be an isolated
bureaucracy detached from the direct involvement of the prime

Minister. Prime Minister Trudeau was determined to improve the

methods by which the federal government formulated its policies and

t.ransacted its business.26e Prime Minister Trudeau voiced strons

views on Canada's role in world affairs but they were not

necessarily shared by some of t.he leading officers of the

Department of External Affairs.270

His views concerning diplomacy were studded with

misconceptions and were popularly held by many of the academics

from whom the Prime Minister souqht council.271 Professor James

Flavrs of tha lTn i r¡crq i tw of Tcrrontn - nf tcn rnrr¡tod hr¡ Trrrrìo¡rr : i dacvv!Ð¿uJ v! rv!v¡¡çv/ v! usr¡ Yuvuçu vJ f !L.svss s¿seu /

dismissed the whole Department of External Affairs with three
qênT-ênrlêe.

Most of its postings are expendable. Much
of its work is redundant. Many of its
of f icial-s are unnecess ary .272

It is obvious that Trudeau accepted this assessment, since during

the first two years of his time in office, the Department's views

and recommendations were virtual_Iv isnored. 273

Not all reacted weII within the Department of External Affairs
to what v¡as considered an overly subservient rol-e to the prime

Minister.2ia The result was that bureaucrats within the department
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who had been running the nation's foreign policy were brought

sharply to heel.27s Trudeau's changes disrupted a long established

pattern of decision-making once considered untouchabl-e by Ottawa

bureaucrats and politicians al-ike.276

The development of foreign policy was whisked out of the hands

of the Department of External Affairs and deposited behind the

green baize doors of the Prime Minister's Office (PMO).277 This was

not merely an emphasis on financial policy decisions, which were

long considered within the realm of the politician, but of the

preparation of policy positions, from which final decisions are

chosen. Opinions and recommendations were still accepted and most

officials were of the opiníon that the Department's duty was to

develop the kind of policy framework that the Prime Minister was

seeking. 278

The fact of the matter is that the chanqes which the Trudeau

oowernment imnlamanted wcro rrnl ika nn¡¡thino which rrâme befOfe.

Hartle summarized the changes, stating that, "under the Trudeau

government, there seems to have been some shift in power from the

bureaucracy to the Ministers, greatly increased formality in

decision-making processes and procedure, and greater emphasis on

1^ñã^r nr6hl omc n279IUIry =I r ctrI9 Ë P! vvrçrlrÐ .

The main purpose v¡as not to replace the traditional

bureaucracy but to provide the Prime Minister with alternative

sources of information and ideas.280 This was in keepinq with

Trudeau's strong betief in participatory democracy.'u'

The Prime Minister can be cautious to a fault,
but that does not prevent him keepinq dire
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options open until he wants them closed/ nor
does it inhibit his asking questions of the
kind that, in a politician, seem provocative
to the point of perversity. Just as he could
ask a mining community looking to him for
better housing if it had thought of the day
when the ore body runs out, so he could ask
his chiefs of staff if they had thought that
NATO might be no longer necessary."'

The loss of prestÍge and infl-uence by the Department of
External Affairs was coupled with increases in the Prime Minister's
ôrri¡a /DM'ìt and Cabinet committees. The pMo staff irmncri tn R5./ sr¡s vqvlrreL uv¡rullruuççÈ. trlru rt'rv ÐLq!r JurttlJgu LU uJt

then 92.283 All the aides and of ficials were, however, influential-
advisers but not final decision-makers. The Cabinet remained the
place where the advice had to be weighed and political choices

made. 28a

The balance of power in a modern Cabinet depends to a great

extent on how the Prime Minister wishes to run thinqs. He can

appoint strong or weak ministers, al-]ow them more or less freedom

of action in their portfolios, exercise his own authority or seek

consensus. Trudeau was a consensus leader who appointed energetic
ministers, encouraged them to be innovative, and insisted on full-
discussion of al-ternatives before decisions were mad.e.28s Such

discussions were not held within the House of Commons but within
Cabinet and the accompanying committees.2s6 prime Minister
Trudeau's system tended to disperse power and responsibirity,
rather than concentrating it in a few hands.287 By settinq up

Cabinet committees he watered down the power of individual
ministers . "t Under Trud.eau's system, a minister's plan for his
department was discussed and often amended in one or two committees
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before going to the ful-l Cabinet. They became in effect committee

proposars, lessening the power of individual ministers and

in¡roacin¡ tlra r.nlle¡t.i r¡a n6wef .289vv!¿E9L!Vç È-

fn every government, senior ministers, aides who have access

to the Prime Minister, and top bureaucrats, have the power to
inffuence decisions.2e0 one could easily assume that when Trudeau

became Prime Minister he woul-d continue to qive the closest
attention to' advice from his friends. But this was a

misunderstanding of Trudeau. He distrusted sentiment in decision-

making and placed his confidence in elaborate systems of
---'t--^..i ^ 29L n-- ^-f ^--i-- !L^ ^L^cE- --JdrrdryÞrs. dy enlarging the staffs and reorganizing structures of

control-, Trudeau did not create an isol-ated clique, but rather the

reverse: he set up checks and balances . 2s2 Unl-ike previous prime

Ministers, he allowed himsetf no cronies.2e3

Pierre Elliot Trudeau installed a more orderly svstem of
decision-making. Cabinet was organized to'reflect the essentials

of rational policy-making - the efficient pursuit of predetermined

^^^t^ 294 rr.:*.:yLrcrr-Þ rvrru¿sters grumbled more about the length of time it took

to get decisions through the Cabinet machine than they did about

lack of discussion. Far from viewing Trudeau as a tyrant, some of

them complained that he too often withheld his opinion by indulging

in Socratic dialogues.2es Such lengthy, academic debates were in

keeping with Trudeau's view of his role as Prime Minister. As he

^-.i.lòaru,

I l-ike to exchange ídeas. f like to teach
but I l-ike to be taught. I like to. learn
things. f like to know what people think.
I like them to know what I think. I
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especial-ly want people to understand there
is no great authoríty call-ed Prime Minister
who gets messages from God, you know-who
makes great laws. Nor do I go around my
office with a listening device, trying to
take orders from Washington or Moscow or Rome
or anything l-ike that. The ideas that we
come up with are basically the ideas of men
who yesterday were merchants or lawyers or
teachers and today happen to be the ministers
of this sovernment.2e6

Trudeau was a firm believer in participatory democracy. He

gave leave to his ministers to forget about Cabinet solidarity and

express their personal opinions to help stimulate debate.2eT Such

debates were held behind closed doors. Prime Minister Trudeau

firmly insisted on Cabinet secrecy.2eg

Ultimately, decisions were made by the Prime Minister. In

matters considered important to him, primarily domestíc matters, he

would be directl-v invol-ved. Tn matters of líttle direct interest

there was an orderly system of decision making in place which would

consj-der even conflicting views. When speakÍng of his government

Trudeau stated

We are men who are coming up with answers as
best as we can and if they have better answers
I'd like to know what they are. It's only
in discussing with them that you can make
them realize that many of their simplistic
anshrers are just that, that they haven't
really asked themselves alI the difficult
questions. And I find that if we come up
with more ideas, it will only be accepted if
the people are prepared for them, which means
involving them, discussing with them,
convincing them. 2ee

Although the changes implemented by the Trudeau government

created a more orderly decision making system and dispersed the

ability to influence the Prime Minister directly, thís did not
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change the fact that Pierre ElIiot Trudeau was the ultimate
decision maker. All the influence and decision making authority
rested firmly in the hands of the executive. One must wonder what

rol-e, if any, remained for the House of Commons. Particularl-y when

one considers who Trudeau believed shoul-d' participate in the

decision-making process. As he stated,

there is a distinction between consultation
and participation and decision-making. I
think that in our democratic governments,
which are essentially representative
gfovernments, parliamentary ones, T think the
decision must always be taken by the
representatives of the people. I am not a
believer that foreign policy can be
determined by masses or mobs.3oo

Trudeau belíeved that the government acted as the voice of the

people. As long as he remained in power he woul-d choose the best

course for the'country. rf he chose incorrectly then the peopre

were free to elect another government. Until such time the

government was open to criticism but had the right to make

decisions.

the government...makes what it believes is
the best choice and then it's up to the
citizens including young people to throw it
out if the choices are not satisfactory.30r

One source of criticism would be the House of Commons. Analvsis

the debate concerning. the decision to participate in a UNpKO wi

show whether this attitude was prevalent in L973.

Background

Canada had remained active in the Middle East through the

United Nations since the creation of UNEF in 1956. It is safe to

of

II
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say that the area was not one of extreme interest or concern during

the early years of the Trudeau government. There were more than

enough domestic Íssues to occupy the government. Unemployment

insurance was under review, the government's .l-abour and strikes
policy was under attack, increased government spending and higher

taxes all led to a deterioration of Canada's prestiqe abroad. The

separatist movement was still a painful problem. mtr ^-^f trEr c wa5

substantial- revision of the Criminal Code. Tough legislation was

introduced to protect Canada's environment including the Arctic.
There was also a spate of laws to protect the .o.r"r*-ut.'o'

The Trudeau government had just been elected to a second term

in office despite the fact that unemployment was raging at over

seven percent, and inflation, which Trudeau had pronounced cured,

was once again a growing problem.303 The election final-s showed:

Liberals, L09; Conservatives, I07; NDP, 31; Socred, ]-5;

Independents , 2.too It was a minority Liberal government which

Trudeau led in 7972. The House of Commons was even more important

since the government had to rely on third party M.P.s for support.

Canadian involvement in the United Nations, was less

significant during the L966-76 decade than during the preceding

one. Government attention was focused on the constitutional and

n¡rli¡manl-=r¡¡ iSSUeS Of the dav19Ð u9Ð v! ultç uqJ , Thpra r¡rêr^ê f ho nrnhl amc nfu¡rv È/! vvru¡trJ v L

inflation and unemployment, and on such international difficutties
as France and Quebec in the context of 'La Francophonie' There

was also a growing tendency for the great-powers to settle
disagreements outside the context of the UN mL ^-^rtlg!C WO.Ð /
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furthermore/ a disillusionment with the United Nations generally
and specificalty with peacekeeping.rot

In the fall of 1973, just seventeen years after the pearson

initiative in creating the UNEF, the crisis caused by the fourth
Middle Eastern war showed that United Nations peacekeeping was by

no means irrel-evant to the control- of conflict. As Fuchan states:
its utility was clearly accepted by both thegreat and the local_ powers because escalation
was still a real danger. The United States,
which for nearly a decade had found only
marginal utility in the United Nations and
had evolved increasingly autonomous or
unil_ateral means of dealing with crises,
suddenly found great virtue in its existence.306

The great powers, which were supprying arms in increasing
quantity to each side, fortunately real-ized that they were being

drawn into a dangerous confrontation. The Soviet Union spoke of
unilateral- intervention on the scene, while the United States
placed its own forces on an increased state of alert. It was at
this crucial stage that the United Nations Security Council agreed

to the establishment and dispatch of an emergency force to
qrrnarr¡'i co â ^easg fire and Scnarato offnrtq fn nror¡onfÐuÈ/u! v¿Ðç q \-cq.Þc rrre dr.tcl L_È.* _ a feCUffenCe

¡f J-l.ra fjal-,{-.inn 307v! Lrrs r rYrr LIllg .

The possibility of participation within a second UNpKO in the
region was first brought up in the House of Commons on October

15th, I973. As there was no specific request to participate, the
government merely voiced its support for any such efforts. rn a

brief debate on the Arab/Israeli Wãr on October 16th, Mitchell
sharp stated, "The present situation does not encourage us ro
envisage a canadian initiative.'308 The government obviously
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bel-ieved the matter was well beyond Canada's area of influence.
The following week there v¡ere more questions and very few

answers regarding exactly what was going on within the United

Nations. On ôr.fôl-,or ?q+h L973 the U.N. Security Council passed

resol-ution 340 requesting a cease-fire and the creation of a force
to separate the combatants. The fotlowing day there were questions

concerning this resol-utj-on ra j-sed within the House of Commons. On

october 29Lh Sharp stated that Canada had been officially asked for
troops to contribute in such a force but there had not yet been an

o:¿nli^iJ- rêñrìest.30e The House was not called to debate the issueu ruYu

until more details were avail-abte.

On Tuesday October 30th Sharp announced that Canadj-an troops
would participate within the operation but could not provide
detail-s as to their capacity or numbers.310 There was increasing
pressure upon the government to open up the decision-making process

to include Parl-iament. Instead of cal_ling f or a debate
ìmmoái=l-a'ìr' the Minist'er hel-d a meetino with fhp TT N. .ser-retarrzvvlJ t L¡rç !¡rrrrÐ Lçr lrc_LLÀ d_ It,leg LIIry w r u]t LlIg u . _, ,

General on Friday November 2nd. As a result of this meetinq the
only substantive commitment made was the sending of an eval_uation

team to the scene to determine what the appropriate commitment

should be.

once the reports from the evaluat.ion team arrived, perceived

options changed. It was determined that the airborne resiment
previously on al-ert was inappropriate for the tasks assiqned to
Canada in the Middl-e East. Therefore the Government decided to
sand a qinn¡luu¡¡s q Ðlvrrqr corps regiment to the Middle East. Sharp announced
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this decision on Friday November 9th saying,

As Canada will shortly be dispatching a
signals unit to the Middle East, I propose
to bring forward in the House on Tuesday,
November 1-3, the resolution seeking the
approval of parliament for the government's
decision to' participate in UNEF.3r1

Apparently- fron the' government's perspective the decision meant

nothing until- it was clarified, defined and substantive.

The Debate Over UNEF fI
As in the first case study, the debate within the House of

Commons came after a decision had been made in Cabinet and

partially impÌemented. The major points of contention were the

opposition's perception that the government tried too hard to
participate in the force. The role assigned to Parl-iament in the

decision-making process was also criticized. Finally it must be

determined if peacekeeping itself was an issue for the government

or the opposition. Analysis of these issues will- illustrate how-

the decision-making process operated under Trudeau and if Canada's

role as a peacekeeper changed as a resul-t.

The first criticism of the sovernment's actions came prior to

the debate, on November lst. The government had just expressed its

acceptance (in principle) of a role in UNEF II. Exactly what that

role woul-d be, v¡as to be f urther investiqated. Andrew Brewin

crllcqti¿-rnorl l-ho 1.1êñêqqiJ-r¡ fnr coakinrr f-a¡=zlì = rl-i¡i'-^+': ^-vuuÐ Lrvr¡eu u¡¡L riuueÐÐ!Ll !ur Ðçç^rrrY vqrlo.(IIclI-r po.t LIUIUctLI\JII .

We do not think that Canada should seek to
take ¡n thc þ,rräan aÇ n¡rf i ¡i naf i nn i n theut/
peacekeeping force, but we do think that
Canada should accept if sought.312
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As with the first UNEF, there were problems concerning the nature

of the Canadian commitment. This lack of a clear role made the

government appear to the opposition to be overly concerned about

securang a rol-e rn uN¡.;.F' Il_.

This point emerged ag,ain on November 5th when, ât the start of

the afternoon session, John Diefenbaker called for unanimous

consent concerning the government's actions. His motion stated,

That this house views with concern the
indecorous haste exhibited by the Canadian
government in its anxiety to secllre consent
of objecting nations within the United
Nations to having Canadians in the peace-
keeping force for service in the Middle East.313

This criticism attacked the government for trying too hard to
n¡rt-inin=ra ;n the force. The role descrihed lrw the oovernment wasrrr9 lvrg sgJvlrvgu vJ u¡¡9 Y\

considered by Diefenbaker to be undignified or, "analogrous to that
of hewers of wood and drawers of water" .314 Another opÞosition

member, Marcel Lambert, rej-nforced this Þosition. He claimed that
a combat unit being used as a supply unit was a waste of resources.

"After all," he argued, "the RCMP can look after a parking lot as

wel-L"31s There was no unanimous consent and the motion was not

carried.

The opposition demanded to know exactly what the government

was committed to at this point. Secretary of State for External

Affairs Sharp responded that. the only Canadian troops sent./ v/ere an

eval-uation team which would herp clarify the situation and

determine exactly what canada's role should be. The opposition

expressed not only concern over t.he implementation of the decision
/m:do an I r¡ ì ¡ n¡i nr.i n'l c \ h¡t rr¡oq.|- i nnqçl Whethef the crnrzernmon1-Yuur Lrvr¡çu w¡rs L¡re! ur¡ç Yv v g! ttlttEll L
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should be concerned over participati on at all_.

After a brief explanation that any role not involvi_nq combat

\ùas an appropriate role for a peacekeeping regiment, sharp

clarif ied the g'overnment's position.
Canada is the most experienced and best
equipped group in the world outside of thegreat powers to undertake thÍs kind of job,
and f think it is a great tribute to Canada
that the Secretary General called upon us rofulfil this function.316

To which Diefenbaker replied,
A great tribute to Canada which the countrv
does not want. 317

The opposition attempted to make the government look weak and

vacillating. The fundamental- question was whether Canada shoul-d be

involved in every UNPKO at all. Although Prime Minister Trudeau

lùas present in the House during these scathing attacks on his
government's policy, only sharp responded to them. This was fully
in keeping with Trudeau's decision makinq styl_e.

It has already been stated that Prime Minister Trudeau did not
have a great interest in Ínternational affairs. He did, however,

like to have all his policies wel-l thought out before making any

decision. Certainly the gathering of information rather than
jumping into an ill conceived commitment \ùas in keeping with his
emphasis on realism. Having already condircted a review of foreiqn
policy , he coul-d be sure that his government's policies were well
founded. rt may be concluded that sharp was best prepared to
respond to such criticisms and Trudeau qave him his read.

The opposition returned to this issue on November 9th, when
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the government announced its intention to hold a debate. Claude

Wagner expressed his intention to raise,
questions as to why our government pursued
participation so vehemently and why the
minister felt it necessary to ensure that
Canada was part of the Þeace force.318

The opposition M.P. questioned the government's decision-making

process concernÍng involvement in UNPKOs saying:

That Canada shoul-d respond to international
requests for assistance is beyond question;
that Canada should insist on participating
in every internat.ional peace force is truly
open to question.3re

The opposition apparently believed in the principle of
peacekeeping, but felt the government could just as readily pass on

this mission as waste time looking for a role. During the debate

!{agner stated that, "Canada has no business begging to serve. "320

This was a sentiment which was shared by many opposition members.

This questioning of the need to participate did not occur during

the debat.e over involvement in UNEF I.
.Fha d^\'ôrnment I s nos i tiOn was def endcd hw tha .Sec:reta rv of¡¡¡rrvr¡u È È/vÈ!Lrv¡r wqÐ ug!gt¡uçu u! LIIE vgv!9Lq!J Vr

State for External Affairs, Sharp, who maintained that the
g-overnment was not seeking participation, but rather responding to
an invitation.

We were asked at an early stage by the
Secretary General of the United Nations to
contribute in a vitally important role...It
is unfortunate that the debate within the
Security Council delayed the dispatch of
logistical support units by a futl week and
threw some confusion on the Canadian role
in UNEF. 32r

The government laid the blame for the delays and confusion, on the
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U.N. Security Council. However, this explanation did not explain

the methods used by the government to determine whether such a

commitment should be made in the first place.

This guestioning of the fundamentals of the government's

nol i r:v \^r'âs hand'l crl readi I v lrv Sharn He related the decision t.o

the realist approach the f,iberal government had pursued since the

election of Prime Minister Trudeau. According to Sharp the

qovernment took, "careful considerationtt3zz of what its role in UNEF

should be. This consideration included the sending of the

evaluation team but al-so represented the factors which went into

makinq the decision in principle.

All decisions were subject to harsh scrutiny, in which the

basic elements would be considered. This was in keeping with the

realistic framework Trudeau attempted to instil in his government.

The review of Canada's foreign policy included peacekeeping. Sharp

first presented the government's new position to the United Nations

in a speech given September 25, 1973. Regarding future Cãnadian

rol-es in UNPKOs he stated that, "from now on its contribution to

peacekeeping operations would be governed by Some criteria"323. It

\,ras the application of this criteria which resulted in the

decision.

In his address, Mitchell- Sharp laid out some of the criteria

applied to this decision. These included, the.presence of a cease-

fire, the potential threat to international peace, linkage to a

political solution, a clear and enforceable mandate, the

acceptance of al-l parties invol-ved, and equitable financing. All
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these elements had to be in place before troops would be committed.

Sharp also compared this commitment to the initial UNEF, Viet Nam

and Cyprus. He made it cl-ear that elements missing from past

operations were present in this one.

The Canadian government, in accepting to
contribute its part to the UN peace effort,
is not taking on this commitment in a spirit
of blind optimism.32a

By placing this decision within a realistic framework, supported

with the experience gained from past operations, Mr. Sharp felt

assured that this decision was well founded. There was to be no

wishful- thinking on the part of the Trudeau government.

This fundamental stability established in the review of

foreign policy, ensured that Sharp could easily defend the

government's decision. As Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Sharp could speak to the topic better than the Prime Minister
himself. In fact, the Prime Minister himself felt no need to be

present for the debate. Instead, he kept to his pre-arranged

schedule and went on a diplomatic trip to China. Once again it is
ânñâranf h^r., diffefent the deCiSiOn-makin.t qi-rzla anrì .lebate waS insvv¿9¿v¡¡ ¡ttqJ\r¡¡Y È uJ !ç ql¡v u

1973 compared to 1956.

When the decision in principle was announced on October 3Oth,

the Opposition immediately demanded a role within the decision

making process. As Gerard stated:

In certain circumstances, of course, the
minister has to make important commitments
and he has to do so on behalf of the
government; if he has to get in touch with
opposition or government members, I feel
that the opposition should have something to
say in the process of decision making, or at
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least should have the possibility of making
its position recognized on the part Canada
is going to'play in respect of the cease-fire
in the Middle-East. I feel that the opposition
has something important to say Ín this
decision taking, because the opposition also
represents our country.32s

Even though he recognized that Canada had only made a decision in
principle, he asked that the government hol-d a debate immediatefy.
r-^ +1^.i^.-^-- +L^ æarr¡-¡ma¡.+- could hear the views of all of canada'sJ- rr Lrlr Þ w cly LlrË 9 \J v çr lrr.r.rgrr L

representatives before determining what its role would be. The

Opposition and all M.P.s would then be involved in the decision

making process.

Opposition members such as Mattes wanted to ensure that the

government's actions, "reflect the opinion of the whole". The

Opposition clearly stated its position on the decision making

process involving UNPKOs. Brewin spoke to' the matter on November

ròL.

we have made it clear in the past that
decisions such as the decision to participate
'i n naar.okoon'i no oncrations are of such
importance that they should be referred to
parliament for approval. . . . v¡e in Cänada
should make it crystal clear that although
the initial decision and the negotiation of
details rest with the government, the ultimate
decision on major issues of foreign policy
must be retained by parliament representing
the peopte as a whole. This is essential to
the working of parliamentary democracy.t'u

llrrarz ra'i tor¡f orl J-h'i e naqi l- i nn drrri nrr f ho rlelraf o .qawi nrr rrwê \^rêrêuuqJ I ç! Lç! q uçu çIr!Ð t/vÐ ! urvr¡ uq! lrrY uql tt¡Y / vr e

asking. . . to participate in the decision before troops are sent on

the scene of the cease-fire." The government chose to deny this

request.

Many members expressed their concern that the commitment had
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been made prior to the debate. Members such as Guay felt left out

of the decision-making process saying,

This House is invited not to give advj-ce or
contribute to a decision, but to approve a
decision of the government.32T

Just as in 1956, troops were already on the way when the debate was

held.

Members such as Rowland conceded, "that the minister had the

right to assume...that there was agreement in principle", but still

reoretterì lrei nrr I oft ont nf thc nrôCeSS. He expressed his!çyrçuuçu vurrrY ¿ç! L vuL l/*"'

discontent saying,

today's debate maintains the form if not the
substance of the obligation. . for government
to consult parliament before sending troops
abroad on active service

Another opposition member, Al-Iard, stated that the governmenL

should a]-ways consult with the opposition before taking decisions

,-.: rr.. ^,,^1, i *^-wrLrr Þuurr -,,,¡,ortâfit consequences.32e Brewin took a similar position

^l- ¡.r-.i -æ f lr=r- i + i e a¡'t t¡ tlrrnrrrrh i nrrnl rrcmg¡l in the deCiSiOn-making5 LCt LIIry LllO, L- I L IÐ UrrrJ U¡l!VuY¡¡ !¡t v v! v erlr

process that parliamentary supremacy could be maintained.330

perhaps the most outspoken member, John Diefenbaker, related

the issue to the working of representative democracy. He

understood the role of Parliament and how such important decisions

were to represent the will of all Canadian people. To him, holding

a debate, after the fact and under existing conditions made a

mockery of representative democracy. He reflected on this asking,

how many members are in this House, how many
members of cabinet-four! The Prime Minister
is absent at a time when parliament is being
asked to support the action decided upon by
the government, as \das its responsibifity.
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However/ even before parliament makes a
decision some forces are abroad.33l

Although he recognized the government's responsibility to make a

decision, the debate v¡as not substantive if forces v/ere already

committed and sent abroad. The fact that only four members of the

Cabinet were present for the debate makes the claim of

accountability seem empty/ especially since the Prime Minister

himsel-f was conspicuouslv absent.

Demands for a more prominent role in the decision-makinq

process were answered by the Parliamentary- Secretary to the

Secretary of State for External- Affairs, Pierre De Bané. He made

reference to the, "many precedênts of government managiemgtr¡t'332

regarding such matters. The f irst \^¡as the sending of troops to
Korea in 1950. In making that commitment, the St. Laurent

government stated that Parliament was to express the wil-l- of the

Canadian people and if the decision was not in keeping with their
wishes a new government would be chosen. The same defence was used

by St. Laurent during the debate regarding UNEF I.
De Bané also referred to past government actions during other

similar situations. These included UNEF I in 1956, the Conso in

1960 and Cyprus in 1964. rnlra ñnnna ^-amnl o r¡tâ e n¡ r{- ì ^" ! - -1 -'ItIç \-UIJ.9U C.¿f.arrrt/rç wqÐ [rqt L-L(-L1IcTI Iy

poignant since it was a Conservative government, headed by then

Prime Minister Diefenbaker, that made that decision. In that
instance the government made the decision and asked Parliament to

approve it, after troops had already been sent. According to De

Bané, the government was merely followingr estabtished precedent in

dealing with its responsibility to Parliament. Precedents which
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were not only followed by the Liberals but by the Conservatives as

well. As a resul-t, âDy attack of the government's current position

would appear hypocritical.

Although government members did not. respond to concerns over

the lack of Cabinet ministers and the absence of the Prime Minister

himself from this debate, it easy to see that this v¡as in keeping

with the style of the Trudeau government. Prime Minister Trudeau

gave leave for Cabinet Ministers to appear in Parliament on a

rotation of three days a week so that they might better handle

important other business. Members were welcome to appear when

matters of particular interest were to be discussed but were

otherwise excused.

The manner in which Trudeau handled his Cabinet, reserved

ul-timate decision-making authority for himself in matters which

were of vital- interest. The fact of the matter was that the Prime

Minister did not consider the matter important enouqh to warrant

hi s rlresênôê Qin¡o l-'lra rlo¡¿rtment Of EXtefnal AffaifS had alreadvu9!r¡qr n!!qtr!Ð ¡¿qu q.|qu]

undergone a fundamental- review of its policies, he could be sure it
was f ollowing a real-istic policy. One could well imaqine that

Trudeau considered participation in any uNpKo to be such a non-

issue that he did not have to be present for such a debate.

Certainly Trudeau's ambivalence towards earlier opposition attacks
towards these policies woul-d seem to support this position.

rt is clear from sharp's statements that support for
peacekeeping had not diminished under the Trudeau sovernment. The

new criteria to be applied to peacekeeping commitments \,¿ere a
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reflection of the realist emphasis of Trudeau himsel_f

stated:
Aq .Çh¡ rn

we have a responsibility to the world com_munity and to all_ the people of the MiddleEast to do what we can. . In putting forwardthis resolution, therefore, Í ,m asking the
House to agree that Canada should do itsinternational_ duty. 333

canada contributed to the force, not just for canadians, but for
the good of all citizens of the world. Especially those in the
Middle East.

This emphasis on the pursuit of realistic Aoals was reiterated
by other members of Parliament. Rowland summarized these
sentiments saying,

it is in the interest of the world and inour own self-interest that we go...It is an
acceptance of our responsibil_ities as a
member of the world community and a concrete
expression of our commitment to the conceptof col]ective security under the UN-. Ourself-interest, if nothing else, dictates that
we take every opportunity proffered which has
some prospect of strengthening the UN.33a

No member of the house questioned the intrinsic good of sendinq
peacekeeping forces abroad.

James Richardson, the Minister for National Defence, voiced
his unequivocal support for the notion of peacekeepinq.

referred to the depth of cänadian experience in the fiel_d and

it is only through such forces that peace may be maintained.

He

how-

We should not be discouraged by the failuresof peacekeeping...Above aIl, we should keepour sights on the long-term hope for mankindthat peacekeeping makes possible.33s

Even though the notion of peacekeeping had evolved to refl-ect a
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greater emphasis on achieving real-istic goals, it was still
considered a vitally important role for the canadian military.

Diefenbaker himself stated that, "the contribution that
canadians can make is not the issue".336 There was arso no

disagreement over the pride in Canada's reputation. PeacekeepÍng

and canada's rol-e in it was a non-issue. what did concern

Diefenbaker were the particulars of the government's actions which,

in his opinion/ were caused by its ineptitude.
There are some remarkabl-e similarities when this decision is

compared to the one made in 1956. The mandate of each force was

the same, and the area of concern was the same, there was a time
lag between creation of the force in principle and the actual-

commitment being made. There was al-so some confusion in the early
stages as to what type of troops would be used. Each case had the
potential for Superpower involvement and escalation into a global
conflict. Both forces were authorized by an Order in Council and

each government was Liberal and had been in office for some time.
However, the debate conducted by the Trudeau government stands

in marked contrast to the one held by the St. Laurent governmenr.

The emergency debate in 1956 lasted four days and garnered active
participation from numerous M.P.s. The 1973 debate lasted only one

day and saw limited participation from M.P.s on both sides of the
House. The review conducted by Trudeau allowed Sharp's defence to
be well- thought out in advance. Whereas the decision made in 1956

was the first of its kind in canadian history, the Trudeau

government had the benefit of seventeen years of peacekeeping
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experience from which to draw in its defence of its decision.
Both debates saw Parliament demand a more active role in the

decision-makj-ng process. rt is important to note that even with a

minority g:overnment, Trudeau did not feer the need to include
Parliament in the decision-making process although he did keep the
House of Commons involved at every stage. An important change was

the questioning of peacekeeping as a course worth pursuing.

Although seventeen years of experience (if limited success) saw-

Canadians participate in every UNPKO the opposition asked if Canada

needed to participate in a second UNEF. This was a leqitimate
concern since no political solution seemed eminent. The foreiqn
policy review made the defence of the Canadian policy easy since it
met the criteria laid out by the government.

Apparently the Trudeau government was unwil-lj-ng to disregard
the outstanding contributions Canada had made in the past to the
United Nations. They v¡ere willing to set down criteria in an

attempt to make future commitment as realistically as possible and

the leadershÍp style of Trudeau meant that Parliament would retain
a secondary role in the decision-making process. The review-
inifieforl l-rrz rf¡gç]gaU meant that Mr. SharO and the Other .'r-rr¡crnmcn1-u L¡rq u ¡'¡I . Urrq! y qIrU UIIç L, L.tIt:! y V v ç! It¡Ltglf L

M.P.s in attendance coul-d readily defend the government's decision
even in a minority government situation. The next case study

considers a radically different government - a Conservative

government and a leader whose style was unlike any Prime Minister
before him.
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Mulroney

There has been much discussion concerning prominent aspects of

Brian Mulronev's backqround and their effects on the manner in

which he conducted his sovernment. One reason for the interest is

the high value Mulroney himsel-f placed on certain aspects of his

personal history. These include; his credibility in Quebec which

made the Conservative party a home to French Canadians; his Baie

Comeau background which gave him a sense of social compassion;

finally, his experience as a labour lawyer and company president

which inclined him to emphasize the merits of the free enterprise
sv.stem.337 Al I these elements af fected Mul ronev's ri se tn nnwer enrìuv vvrYe!

the manner in which he conducted his sovernment.

Before entering politics Brian Mulroney was a slick,
successful Montreal labour lawyer, adept at the nuts and bolts of

back room politics.338 As one biography states,

His job at the fron Ore Company of Canada,
a Canadi-an subsidiary of Cleveland-based
Hanna Mining/ gave him an entrée to where
the real continental power lay and an
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unparalleled education in the relationship
between economic power and poIitics.33e

Mulroney was on the front lines ¡ successfully running a J_arge

corporation, meeting a payroll- and producing a return on investment

for his share-holders.3a0 He brought this specialized training and

experience in the management of relations among business, labour,
government and the public to the Progressive Conservative party.3{r

It is no exaggeration to say that Brian Mul-roney had a tot of
powerful and influential friends, whose good will- he actively
promoted. These connections brought him a considerabl-e deqree of
success based not on intellect.ual breadth or policy depth but on

personality and drive.3a2 Mulroney himsel-f suggested that a

political party is defined not by policy but as a group of
f riends .343 The avoidance of clear policy stands was a po'litical
neCessifw for Mtrlrnnor¡ in fha lroainn'in- h,'+ 'l¡+av .i+ 1^^^â*^¿'¡ur! vrrçJ !r¡ L¡rs vçy ltllrIIIy / iJLl L -Lcl LCI t L L J.JE:UCtItte

standard practice.

Prior to Mulroney's accession to party Leadership, the

conservative party \,ras being racked by policy debates. Too many

people coul-d not agree on what was good for the country. Interests
\ùere too diverse and policy lines too divergent to allow a cohesive

whore to present itself to the canadian people. Brian Mulroney
nrn¡z'irlorl r nl')¿¡ centre for the Conservat'i we nartw f n rA'ì lv aronnrlq v¿eq! eç!¡ u! ç !v! L¡rç vv!lÐç! v q Lr v ç yqt LJ LU ! ***l

As one Conservative analyst states,

Quite simply, Brian Mulroney bel-ieved that
precise policy positions \,iere the bane of
the narfw aarlv'i n the 1976 lcadershinurau LJ t v rçqgç!ÐIrIi-

race, Mulroney said that one of the criteria
for a successiul leader was to avoid being
specific on policy. What the Tories needed
. .was a rùinner, not a policv debate.3aa
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Mulroney appeared, for all intents and purposes, to be the

personification of success which the free enterprise system rewar'ds

those who have the abitity and drive to reach the top.'nt He did

not need clear policies to be successful- and did not present any.

By avoiding hard policy stands, Mulroney was able to be all
things to all factions of the splintered Conservative Party. He

made himself appear as a representative of the new Quebec and at

the same time, the champion of the Francophobic Anglo right wing.

Above all-, he won the undivided support of what passes for Canada's

business and economic elite.3a6 As Prj-me Minister, Mulroney led a

federal government that, for the first time since the earl-y Trudeau

years, enjoyed broad support in both Quebec and English Canada.3{7

Mulroney was a true believer

and he brought this outlook to the

clear that this emphasis would

government saying,

in the free-enterprise sysLem,

C¿-ln qcrr¡a t i rre ¡: r.|-rr IJa m: rl.g it9È,9¡u-I.

be applied to a Conservative

I am a Conservative, but one does not need
to wear a label to believe that sovernments
should balance budgets; that indústry, being
the motor of the country, must be kept turning;
that initiative should be rewarded; that.
relations between labour and management shoul_d
be civil; that research and development are
the keys to our national well-being; that the
essence of federal_ism, or any system of
administration, is cooperation and consensus.348

According to Mulroney, the Trudeau government was leading Canada

away from these principles and Canadians were suffering for it.
The results v/ere unemployment, high interest rates and galloping
inf lation.'ne Mulroney sold himself as a more des irabl_e
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alternative.

Mulroney had a distaste for confrontation and brought this to
his government. Above all else, he wanted to be seen as a sreat
manager, bringing people together and motivating things to
happen.3s0 Desbarats suggested that,

without the intellectual gifts of men such
as Mr. Trudeau, Mr. Mulroney had to-use his
talents aggressively. ft was his ability
to synthesize issues, to understand
personalities, and know when to unlimber the
steel_ behind the Irish-Canadian charm, that
made Mr. Mulroney such an effective negotiator.3sl

Mulroney didn't like the deficits, the conflicts, the extremes, or
the arrogant airs, which were the trademarks of the Trudeau

governmetr¡.352

Mulroney had f ew intell-ectual- airs, graces or aspirations . "'
More than with most of his contemporaries, what you saw was what

you got.tto There v¡as nothing anti-intellectual about him. He

^ ì *.-'l " ^^-- !L r filnn i nCr .rf aTr\r'^-ññ^h+ - maJ-f ar af nrnlr'l om cal r¡i nnÐrrttÀ/rJ Jo.vr' LtIg rurrrrrrry ur y\JVeIlÌIttgIìL d.S a ^..____-

rather than an ideologicat crusade.3ss Mulroney placed himself in
stark contrast to Trudeau.

The Prime Minister of Canada is no place for
a philosopher. ff you're going to philosophize,
then you should do that in the sanctity of
one of our f iner universiti_es .3s6

Mulroney was not interested in being innovative or re-thinking the

system of government. He was fundamentally a pragmatist.3sT

Professor Charles McMillan had the best understandinq of
Mulroney's attitude. "rt's fine to have ideas", McMillan used to
say/ "but don't waste his time with ideas that have no practical
annl'i ¡ar. inn ìn the feal Wofld".358 AS MU1 r¡-,nêv .qtaterlsrl/llvs urfe !eq! yyvrru, öÐ laullv¡¡u] ÐuqLçu/
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I like to listen to people. I get the best
advice I can and then act in the interests
of the Canadian people. I think that's the
only way to function properly.3se

Unl-ike Trudeau, Mulroney never attempted to inject a personal

nrôõrâm i ntn the nol i t'i ca I svstem . 360 He was not interested in

theoretical debates over policy, he wanted to get the job done.

Mulroney saw the Prime Minister essentially as a power broker

whose f unction v¿as to make deal-s with other power brokers .361 rn

Mulroney's experience, those with power had money and represented

nri wate 'i nter^^*^ n ^ '-* ne Minister he aCted aS an i ntermedì arvv! ! v q Lç !r¡ uçtr EÞ LÞ . f1'ò f t -LIttE -L'1.-LI1 IÞ Lgl- llg AL, LçLr Aù elt lrr ue!¡rluurq! !

between t.he private sector and government. In this regard he was

almost an instrument of the various interests who backed,

supported, and voted for him.362 According to Clarkson:

Brian Mulroney was...a man who succeeded not
from sel-f-generated objectives but as an
agent doing a job dictated by those who
employed him and those who coul-d fire him.363

Those 'employers' could be considered the Canadian people but

Mulroney considered them to be his powerful tfriends'.

The Progressive Conservatives brought with them an ideology

that was/ while far from diametrically opposed to the ideology of
other postwar Canadian governments, at least different in
emphasis.36{ Of overwhelming importance to the Mulroney government

was economic renewal-.36s The Conservative government's position was

that what was good for the continental economy was good for

^-*^,r^ 366

This v/as radically different from Trudeau's federal strategy,
which excluded the business community from most policy decisions.
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Mulroney wanted to put Trudeau's'bad blood'behind hin and invited
business back inside the circumference of federal- policy making.367

He placed hinself in stark contrast to Trudeau saying,

The process of reconciliation reqrri res l eader-
ship rrom rhe rop. -rr';-;;;-tr.i"ö-ti'.i i;ä;;"
has shown us clearly is that he cannot lead
Canadians and bring them together into a
consensus .368

Business and-government were considered partners in the national-

economy.36e under the Mul-roney government they wourd get on rike
never before.

Mulroney intended to encourage private initiative and social
responsibility within the business community. He strove to create

an atmosphere of civility and negotiation within and among the

various interest groups that make up canada.370 rn describing the

government, Chodos, Murphy and Hamovitch explain that,
its basic ideology. .was based on the idea,
more solidly entrenched under Mulroney than
in any previous government, that the government
is a business and business is government.3Tl

The f ederal- g'overnment's role was to intervene in the economy and

promote business.372 This meant research and devel-opment, manpower

and training/ management-labour relations, and investment policy,
all of which could enhance Canada's competitive po'sition.3i3

Federalism was an integral part of Mulroney's economic program

of recovery for Canada.3Ta It was not like the federalism of Pierre

EIIiot Trudeau which saw government leadinq the private sector.3Ts

Mulroney himself refuted that saying that,
Because of the increasinq amounts required
bv the warir:rs Ievels, oÃwernments 

"óo"ur toI Jv qyÈ/vq
1-^l 'i ^--^ +L^! f har¡ ârê hottar onrri nnaâ l-nTJEIIeVe LI-LCI L L-^-l *-- !vueJr çqur[/yEu L\J
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spend our money than we are. This is a
philosophy of state-directed planning which
is profoundly paternalistic and inherently
erroneous and which, in my opinion, wiII be
rebuffed here as it has been elsewhere.376

Privatization of key functions of the government would allow the

country to regain lost productivity. Under Mulroney, the country

woul-d not work harder but work smarter. ttt

The problem with the Mulroney program was determining who

reaped the rewards from its implementation. The government was

tough when it came to demanding sacrifices from ordinary Canadians,

but it appeared to treat the rich with gentleness and kindness.378

This preferential treatment was a direct result of Mulroney's

personal belief in the free enterprise system and faith in the

business community. As McQuaigr points out, there was a downside:

For al-I its flaws/ government is, after all,
the closest thing to the expression of the
popular will-. To some extent, in a democracy
the government is accountabl-e to the people,
imperfect as that method of accounting often
is. The desire of segments of the business
communíty to place limits on the power of
government was really a move to wrest pov¡er
from the public and place it in the hands of
private interesLs, which were not obliged to
go to the polls every few years. "n

Mulroney's friends in the business community, it was believed,

could do a better -iob than the sovernment itself to revive the

Canadian economv. So lonq as Mulroney v¡as able to sel-I his view to

the Canadian people, his government survived.

As a negotiator, Mulroney was an outsider who always had to

impose himsel-f on situations, creating consensus by understanding

and. reconciling competing points of view.380 Once in a position of
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and public love.381 As one observer describes it,
His need for praise did not diminish with
his ten years in Ottawa; he demanded it from
his cabinet colleagues and senior mandarins
as much as he wanted it from the press.382

This need for constant affirmation had a serious

Mulroney government and the manner in which business

under Brian Mulronev.

for admiration

impact on the

was conducted

Those who worked near Mulroney were expected to foll-ow his

example. If he was worried, everybody had to worry. If he was

happy, everybody was h.ppy."' If someone were to argue against the

prevailing opinion it was hetd against them.38a As Cameron

descr j-bes it,
Toadyism became the fashion for those dealing
with him on a reqular basis.38s

fn-fighting for influence was a daily occurrence. People who

should have been working to achieve similar goals were actually
Snenrli nO a I nj- 6f f imo f ¡1ri nn J-n Áacl-rr1¡7 o¡r.h ntlror 386 Ànr¡hnrl¡zÐvçllulllv q !U L v! ultrrç L! Y J-Ilq L(J L¿(:ù LI (JJ uqu¡r v L¡¿ç! . f1'llv !r\Jl-lv

close to the Prime Minister who did not foll-ow his example became

a non-person.387

This control and influence over those around him was a

prominent aspect o'f Mulroney' s personality. He \ùas the leader of

the government and his will \,,/as supreme. As one person present

later described it,
He was humble about his failings, he grieved
over his mistakes, he waxed righteous over
the fallen sinners, he acknowledged the
problems. Then he would set all that aside,
f ol'l f ho f rnnnq lrnr^r r^¡ol I l- lra¡z r¡7êy'ê rtni nnvv!r¡Y /

what great developments were in the works,
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how feeble was the opposition, how much he
loved them all-. ft was a masterful performance/
one that renewed their spirits and refreshed
their soul-s, By noon, when the meetingrs
ended, Mulroney would emerge surrounded by
a cheerful and feistv band of believers.388

His was an essentially manipulative style. Mulroney achieved his

position more by pleasing, stroking and persuading than by wielding

actual power. He convinced those around him that they v¡ere doing

good work. Those who did not agree were left by the wayside. As

= ranrr l + lr,frr I ¡¡¡612 r^rant {- Ìrrnrrnl.r ¡{-= f f -aml-rorc \zêr\z n¡r'i ¡L'l r¡ l.lnnnO- J-EÞLl-LLr I'iL¿I!vtlçJ wçlIu LrrJ-(JLt\¡lI ÞLO. II 1l[Crtt!g!Ð Vg!l YLfIçJ\Il/. \J-tlUC

a person had served their purpose, they were gone.'8e Very few

veterans stayed on for the long haul. Many government positions

( including the Ministry of External Affairs ) were a veritable
revolving door. Mulroney was quite reactive: as soon as something

\,vas not workirg, he would try something else. His sensitivity to

the public made him quick and eager to pl-ease.

The ability to create a consensus which brought him to power

in the Conservative party served Mulroney well as Prime Minister.
He enjoyed a reputation for being successful at mediating caucus

divisions.3e0 This was not an easy job considering that the

Mulroney Cabinet was the largest in Canadian history. Mulroney

wanted every part of Canada to be represented, so he named a forty-
member Cabinet.3el With such a large number of views to reconcile,
Mulroney needed all his conciliatory skills but he could afford to
be tough with his dissidents. The caucus respected a leader who

was a winner, and Mulroney certainly was one.3e2 To those within
the Ottawa bureaucracy he was just another Prime Minister and t.heir
respect would not be so easilv won.
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The election of the first majority Conservative party in over

twenty years was a momentous achievement. Once in power, the

Conservatives began the work of making their mark on Canadian

-.^-1 .i r.i ^^ t"^nV Cr.l¡SCrr¡ati--^^ t^^t .i ^,-^,t +h¡t tha r¡orr¡ mer.hi norr¡ nfyulrLrLiÞ, r.'r.cl^^J ' *-*veb IJcIIeveLI L--*_ , _-J I _*
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Trudeau regime. 3e3 Mulroney himsel-f f elt that many members of the

public service were against him and that key members of the media

were on a campaign to disrupt the Tory government.3e4

Mulroney knew from the start that he would have to make at

least a symbolic shakeup in the public and diplomatic service by

firing enough senior officials identified with the Liberal regime

to let people know that he was in charge. However, it was not his

style to conduct a massive purge. As always, he preferred to win

the public official-s over.3e5 Although not particularly fascinated

by the actual machinery of government, Mulroney was interested in
how it worked..3e6 He was determined to' have control- over those

working under him. As Vlhittington and Williams explain,

Perhaps understandable mistrust of a
bureaucracy that had had such long and
close rel-ations with their Liberal rivals,
led the Mulroney Tories to emphasize a
more 'political' approach to the relations
between mi-nisters and their senior bureaucrats .3et

The result \ùas the creation of a new rank of highfy-paid

bureaucrats: 'chiefs of staff' .3e8 rF'lrana r.7ôrô nn-] i l- i ¡¡'llltcÐE wcrg pvf,! Lrçqf

appointments intended to offer the ministers a political arm in
dealìno w'i th their dcnartments.3ee Within months of their
õrãatinn nar¡ly forfv chiefS Of staff \^/ere in COnfliCt with the/ ¡¿vs! !_z

top Ievel-s of the bureaucracy. r00
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Senior bureaucrats were not happy with this innovation. There

were numerous complaints about inexperience and a general- lack of

understanding of the technical details of departmental work.aol The

people who filted these positions were not the best people for the

job. Rewarding old buddies with high paying positions did not help

Mulroney's relations with the bureaucracy.n0'

Mu I ronev drew more attention f r:om t-his asoect of his*eÈ

government than any other. The hints of corruption and ministerial
Íncompetence contributed to 'the sleaze factor' that dogged the

first half of his term in office. a03 There were numerous reasons

for these appointments and as Chodos, Murphy, and Hamovitch point

out that,

there was never any doubt of his determination
to get control- of the government apparatus
and to central-ize all political power in his
hands. In t.his connection, his appointment
of friends was not simply a matter of rewards
and division of the spoils. . . but also reflective
of the political direction he intended to
take and the ideol-oqical thrust of the nev¡
government. aoa

The politicizing of the bureaucracy \^/as a function of the political
agenda of the Progressive Conservative Party and the ídeological
thrust of its leadership. Rather than being out of control, Brian

Mulroney skil-fully used his patronage powers to gain control of all
areas of the government. oo5

Bureaucrats have the knowledge and experience to point out the

pitfalls and traps that politicians have not considered

importance of the bureaucracy v¡as downplayed by the

government. As Whittington and Witliams explain,

406 ml.^. a rlc
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IThere were strong] Tory suspicions that
bureaucrats could use their superior command
of information to blunt or undermine the
policy directions the ruling party was seeking
to impose. To reduce this risk and to stamp
their own imprint on the process as firrnly
as possible, the Tories took to discouraging
departments from presenting the kind of
detail-ed policy option papers that the Trudeau
government had encouraqed.aoT

Bureaucrats usually pride themselves on keeping their po'liticat
masters out of troubl-e, but persistent snubbinq of their efforts
created an adversarial situation. Many senior bureaucrats who

worked with Mulroney felt that their professionalism was being

questioned. Morale suffered as a conseguence.nos

Mulroney wanted to know everything that was going on, yet he

couldn't trust the bureaucracy to provide him with relevant

information. He understood that a man's power depended largely on

the amount and quality of the information he had about the world

around him.aoe Reading briefs was not one- of Mulroney's strong

points. Instead, he depended on news reports to inform him about

issues. a10 When dealing with senior officials Mul-roney would open

cabinet meetings with a twenty-or thirty-minute discussion of the

day's press coveragie. He was preoccupied with the press and his
nar¡nn = 

'l mazl'i 1 ñ^\¡ôrâ õê 411yCIÞ\JIICII lLtU(lJ_O. vvvç!qys. Those within the bureaucracy who

intended to get down to serious po'licy discussions were often

f rustrated.412 Senior bureaucrats in the Privy Council Office
(PCO) tried many techniques to draw- the P.M.'s attention to
important issues but,

no one could devise a way to interest him in
reading his briefs. Finally two bureaucrats
resorted to illustration. Thev used cartoon
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figures to represent a series of choices and
-fearing they were off the dial and might
insult the prime minister- completed the
presentation with two possible options for
his consideration. One option had a big 'X'
marked across it to show this was not the
recommended choice. Mulroney's reaction?
rrHe loved it, " said one off icial.ar3

This pandering to his personal style refl-ects the great impact

Mulroney had on the Canadian government. The fact remains that,
even after ten years in office, Mulroney found it impossible to

win the hearts and minds of most of the senior public servants who

worked under him. a1a

Mulroney was unusualÌy inexperienced in international
affairs.als This was understandable, since he had read very l-ittle
on the subject and travelled little. Mul-roney showed few signs of

interest in the great global issues of his age during his previous

careers. *16 He was fundamentalty a continentalist. a17 The larger
world, had nothing practical to offer him so was of l-ess importance

than the North American continent.

Immediately after his election, Mulroney made it clear that
Canadian-American relations were to be his primary concern

Mulroney himself explained,

n-

Good relations, super relations with the
United States wil-l be the cornerstone of
our f oreign policy. a18

This was in stark contrast to the traditional Liberal concern for
the wider worl-d in foreign af f airs . Pearson and St. Laurent v/ere

internationalists, and were ambivalent towards U.S. relations.
Trudeau never got along well with the United States, and never felt
the need to improve their rel-ations. Mulroney made changes that
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\,/ould forever affect Canada's relations with the U.S. .

The improvement in Canadian-American relations was a direct
result of Mulroney's ideology.als His emphasis on capitalism and

the free market system teft Mulroney with an affinity for the

largest model of the free enterprise system in the world, the

United States. As MacDonald explains,

He had read Lawrence Martin's book, The
Presidents and the prime Ministers, and he
had been struck by the history of misunder-
standings and missed signals across the border.a20

Instead of conflict and nationalistic competítion, Mulroney sa\^r-

Canada in a firm lockstep with the United States.42r

For the first time in decades, U.S. - Canadian relations
underwent a radical- shift toward ideological and potitical

convergence. Both countries showed remarkable accommodation on a

wide range of divisive issues.422 This compatibility extended to

the national leaders as wel-l.{23 Within five minutes of meetins one

another, Mulroney and Reagan were addressing each other as Brian

and Ron . a2a

Brian Mulroney and Ronal-d Reagan shared many traits. Both

were great orators who believed that business values were the key

to righting their economies.r2s The president and the p.M. were

both of Irish origin, and Reagan had telephoned Mulroney when he

vzon the party leadership in 1983 to say that, "it was nice to see

another frishman in there."r25 This compatibilitv resulted in a

number of Shamrock Summits in which the two shared vi-ews and

discussed issues of mutual interest.

Mulroney ensured that America dominated Canadian foreign
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by making subtle but important structural- changes in the

Cabinet system. As Clarkson described it,
The Department of External- Affairs lost its
central agency role as dominant manager of
the government's relations with the outside
world. The Secretary of State for External
Affairs (SSEA) also }ost his cabinet committee
on foreign and defence policy in which the
SSEA was chair and the minister of national-
defence a mere member. The envelope for
External- Affairs, development assistance and
national defence/ once under the SSEA's control,
was taken over by the Priorities and Planning
Committee chaired by the prime minister.427

n¡rI i ¡rz

The wild card in the Cabinet

nì ar¡cd Ì¡w the Prime MinisterFrs_¿ es vf

constellation was the role to be

himself,a2s a man who had little

interest in foreiqn affairs

The first of many Ministers f or External- Affairs under

Mulroney, Joe Clark/ was made well aware of just who the boss was

In very public ways, Mulroney stipulated that foreign policy
generally and Canadian-American

ultimately a prime ministerial

relations specifically were

rêqn.\ncih'i I ifrz 429
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international effectiveness was to be secondary to good relations
with the United States.

The P.M. repeatedly affirmed that he would qive American

foreign policy the benefit of the doubt, even in such a grave

matters as a Caribbean invasion.a30 rr,,'l -^-^.. - 1 ^^ ^,.-^^-f ^l +l-^lAUII ! TTEY CI-LÞ(J Þ Lll,lJL'! LgLT LIIË

U.S. during the GuIf War. Many felt that Canada's participation in
the Gulf War could jeopardize its hard-won status as the preeminent.

supporter of United Nations peacekeeping.ntt This was not the case

since within days of the end of the war, Canada was called on to
supply troops for a UN foreo ôn i-he rraq-Kuwait border.a32
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The strong ideological convergence and personal relationship
between Mulroney and Reagan made Canada more of a friend and

partner to the United States than ever before.a33 The unarticutated
assumption justifying canada's deferentj_al role in its old special
fel at'i Onshi n r-'t^^+ hr¡ qrrnnnrJ-.i nn .{-}ra rr-.i.r-^.! urq Lrvr¡Ðrrry was I'nat | * r L¡aç ,rr_ r=d StateS On

multil-ateral issues and giving the U.S. access to its markets and

raw materials, Canada would benefit from special treatment that
would meet its own needs.a3a As Mulroney stated,

There's a price to be paid for good relations
on both sides. . . The Amerícans have to pay a
pri_ce for having such a tremendous countiy
and people such as Canada as their neighbour
. . . Things like auto' pacts and fishing treaties... [are] a small price to have such a wonderful-
country like Canada sitting on yollr doorstep. a3s

Though it is quite easy to see how Canada coul-d respond. to American

desires, it is more difficul-t to envisage why the United states
would be like1y to' comply with Canadian needs.436

Mulroney could not forever avoid the larger multilateral
conLext for his bilaterar dealings with the united states. {3i

Canada's role in international- affairs was certainly complex before
Mulroney came to office and continued to be so.438 Although early
signs indicated that Mulroney did not feel comfortabl-e with playing
an active role in international summitry, he eventually came to
terms with canada's relations with the rest of the worl_d. a3e

As much as Mulroney had in common with Ronald Reagan, American

economic, social-, and defence policies v/ere not necessarily the
best ones for Canada. nao As one observer states,

Canada's position, in other words/ was very
close to that it had taken durinq the Korean
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War: a staunch ally willing to carry its
smal-l share of the burden, but very interested
in seeing the world community, and not solely
the United States, involved in decision-makinq.ont

Under the Mulroney g-overnment, Canada continued to pLrrsue

multilateral sol-utions to international problems as long as they

did not threaten qood relations with the U.S..442 Canada's role in

major international institutions, if not promoted was maintained by

Mulroney. "He's interestêd," prominent Canadian author McMiIIan

said, "in educating Americans to the fact that there are middle-

ññr¡7ê r. rn 'l a c tl 443

This came more from a recognition of Canada's role in the

international arena than from any change in policy emphasis. As a

1989 report stated:

. ..Canada often relies on multilateral-
institutions to make its contribution
to the national management of world order.
'Going it alone' is never ruled out, but
is usually l-ess productive for a country
in Canada's circumstances. ann

Mulroney strove to create a stable international trade and payments

system in order to ensure access to markets worldwide. Through

mul-til-ateral institutions such as the Economic Summits, GATT, OECD

and IMF, Canada promoted itself internationally.aas Mulroney's

policies, although different in emphasis continued the long

standing Canadian traditíon of promot.ing international peace anci

stability.

Reports such as "Independence and Internationalism", which was

the first comprehensive review of canadian foreign poricy in
fifteen years, reflected the ideological emphasis of the Mulroney
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government. It came to the broad conclusion that Canada had

considerabl-e capabilities enabling it to sustain a substantial
involvement in international affairs and shoulder a considerable
degree of responsibirity for finding solutions to many

international problems. This report was closely in tune with the

Canadian publÍc's views. aa6 Hesitant to take any provocative moves

on the international- front, Mulroney was able to balance Cànada's

international rol-e with close American ties. Traditional areas of
concern were maintained, but Canada did not play as dynamic a role
as it had under previous qovernments.

Backqround

The situation in Yügoslavia had been building for some time

prior to the debate within the House of Commons. The Cânadian

government had been watching the events unfold within the former

Yugoslavia. It was considered by some to be a test case for newly

independent states which had emerged after the end of the CoId War.

In March of L99I¡ ârì all-party delegation was authorized by

the Speaker of the House of Commons to study the situation in-
depth. There was genuine concern that the rise of nationalism in
the region could guickly escalate into violence. To show- support

for the return of democracy to the region, Canadians were sent to
monitor Croatia's first democratic election in half a century.

Soon after the elections took place nationalistic hostilities broke

out in both Slovenia and Cloatia.

With the escalation of hostilities the Secretary of State for
External Affairs in June, refused to issue l-icences to export arms
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or other military goods to Yugoslavia. a" Canada also offered to

join the European nations that formed the cease-fire monitoring

mission in Yugoslavia. The mission was organized to see whether it

\^/as possible to avoid an all out war/ and if not, to see whether

the conflict could be controlled, and if that were not the case, to

see whether innocent civilians coul-d be protected from the more

viol-ent effects of combat.aa8 The offer was accepted September 5th

and a group of nine Canadians from the Department of National

Defence were deploved in Croatia. aae

The Canadian government had not yet recognized the

i ndcncndênôê of Slovenia or Croatia for fear of nomnl i r:ati no thee4!¡ì'

situation. There were numerous call-s for action within the House

of Commons. The Liberals kept calling for a debate on Yugoslavia

but were repeatedly denied (October 9, October 24 & November 5).

Liberals such as foreign affairs critic Lloyd Axworthy ca1led for

a debate under Parliamentary Standinq Order 52.

This standing order adjourns the House of Commons, "to discuss

a specific and important matter requiring urgent consideration. n150

Such discussions are not intended to be censures or non-confidence

votes of government action. The matter must be so pressing that
the public interest demands immediate attention be given to it.151

The matter to be considered in this case was the situation in

Yugoslavia and the debate did not take place until it was called by

the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Barbara McDougall on November

l8th , I99L.
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The situatÍon in Yugoslavia was different from canada,s
experience in both uNEFs, in that the potential involvement of the
superpowers was not an important issue. There was never the
perception that this conflict could result in a worl-d war. There
was however/ the fear that the current instabil-ity could spread to
neighbouring states.as2 The government, as represented by the
Minister for Externar Affairs Barbara McDougalr, recognized this
saying,

Our view is that the yugoslav crisis posesnot only a human tragedy of enormolls proportionsbut also a direct threat to.internatiònal_
peace and security in the area. as3

The situation was getting out of hand when the European communÍty
admitted that it could not orewenr fho crisis and referred it to
the United Nations . ntn

The probl-ems in Yùgosl-avia \^/ere considered a direct challenge
to European security and stability.4ss The- end of the cold war
meant that there was no immediate threat of nuclear power

intervention or escalation. However/ even those with legitimate
aspirations/ were using force as a political argument. The

gratuitous use of violence was seen, by some¡ âs an international
nrak 1 ^- 456 ã -prt-tÐreur.--- AS Bill Kempling stated,

For decades, l_aw and practice in the UnitedNations have argued against any action whichcould be seen as intervention in the internar_affairs of members states, and there are verygood reasons for this. But where do we drawthe line? How much bloodshed, brutalitv,
oppression and destruction is required Éeforethe international community can interven e2457
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The government's position was stated by Friesen saying,

Even though we are far away our government
has seen the civil war in Yugoslavia as an
issue of great importance to its foreign
policy. as8

One of the most significant differences in this case study is

that even though the war in Yugoslavia was seen as a potential

threat to the surrounding nations, it was first and foremost a

humanitarian issue. Thousands of innocents v/ere sufferinq

needlessly for the political aspirations of their leaders. Many

Canadians v¡ere unwilling to sit by and be spectators. The Mulroney

government was unwilling to rush in and choose sides. They were

however wilJ-ing to discuss the matter publicly and determine an

appropriate course of action.

Tt is clear that from the outset, Prime Minister Mulroney felt

that Canadians had an interest in the affairs of Yugosl-avia.ase To

many observers it provided a tragic reminder of what could

potentiatly happen to Canada. Speaking to the matter on May 15th,

I99I, Mulroney drew this parallel.

The tragedy of Yugoslavia sends a very real
message to Canada. It is hard to believe that
even the most nationalistic Quebecers cannot
understand the consequences of dissociation,
or separating. Quite simply it means the
disintegration of Canada as we know it. I do
not want to see my country break apart the
way v¡e are watching it happen right now in
Yugoslavia. a60

Alex Kindy reiterated the P.M.'s remarks drawing the same parallel.

Mulroney strongly bel-ieved in the indivisibility of Canada and

worked throughout his time in office to keep the countrlr

together.461
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During the debate itserf , there \,ùas little need to remind

M.P.s of the parallels. Guarnieri took the position that these

parallels were to blame for the lack of any international response

to the problem. fn her view,

Nations looked first to the imptications
that a Yugoslav war would have on ethnic
natíonalist aspiratj_ons at home. Britain
has to be concerned about the impact on
Northern Irel-and. Spain nervously watches
over the Basques. Even Canadians have
looked for parallels.462

The opposition foreign affairs critic, Lloyd Axworthy, believed

that double standards were being applied as to whom, where, when

and how the international- community respondèd to such

^*.i ^^^ 463U! IJE¡ .

This criticism was reiterated by many M.p.s,

the Yugoslav situation with the Gulf !,Iar.a6a Keyes

Canada's vo'ice should have been heard long
ago'on this matter, but we are stuck with a
government which is nothing more than a
surrogate voice for the United States...Are
we so morally superior that we can race to
the Persian Gulf but not to Vukovar?46s

The government spent more than six hundred míl]ion
Gulf War but had not shown the same tvpe of
Yuqoslavia.

who contrasted

cJ-:tarl flrafe¡¡s e /

doll-ars on the

commitment to

Criticisms of this nature directly challenqed the Prime

Minister's policy of giving the united states a wide berth in
foreign affairs. David stupich put it in more realistic terms,

Does anyone believe that if there was oil in
Croatia that there would not be a war on right
now/ that the United Nations woul-d not be
invol-ved and that the Americans would not be
in there? Of course they would if it was
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them, so they are not.466

There was obviouslv no desire on behalf of the Americans to become

involved in the Yugoslav crisis. The Mulroney government had a

Iong history of, if not following American positions, not

contradicting them. Critics saw the Mulroney government's position

^ .l **'ì -.aÞ Þrrrr¡,rJ q' echo of American policy.a6T

Canada/ under the Mulroney government, was not in the

forefront of the issue demandinq action from the international
n'i +-r mlvv¡rullur¡rL)'. rrle goV€rnment maintained a 'wait and see' approach to

the crisis. Certainly the lack of immediate action demonstrated

their apprehension. This cautious attitude was expressed by the

Minister for External Affairs, Barbara McDougalt. In response to
the comments of Axworthy, she stated,

I am sure that the member knows and remembers
that one of the benefits in government is
having the opportunity to change things for
the better. But he also knows that one of
the frustratj-ons of being in government is
recognizing a problem and being unable to
solve it alone.468

This recognition of the small amount of decisive power Canada

possessed internationally was in keeping with Murroney's low key

approach to international affairs generally. The Canadian pubtic

was not so willing to wait and took their concerns to parliament.

The debate itself was the result of a large public demand for
the government to do something regarding the yugoslav war.

The fact that the conflict had been building for months all-owed the

canadian public to become especially aware of what \,./as going on.

Canadians were being bombarded with a barrage of images direct from
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the scene as every national nev/s broadcast had the latest attacks,
victims and scenes of destruction. M.p.s such as Lloyd Axworthy
recognized this saying,

The hard real-ity of it is not just a questionof the human suffering because there is a
fundamental_ stake for all_ Canadians, even ifthey do not turn on their TV sets, even ifthey are not wrenched by the kind ofcatastrophe going on. a6e

International peace was considered a worthy goal for Canada to
pursue, but the government had not yet been able to determine an

appropriate response. one which could be reconciled with the
continuing friendship with the U.S. and a definite need for public
support.

A large number of speakers expressed. concern and anguish for
their constituents - especially those of Yugoslavian descent. Many

M.P.s had large numbers of Croatian Canadians in their ridings, who

\^/ere vo-cal- in their cal-ls f or action . a70 For those people, the
events in the former Yugoslavia affected the l-ives of family and

friends.aTl Even the prime Minister's wife, Mila Mulroney/ was

originally from Yugoslavi.a.aT2 Barbara McDougall stated that, ',we

must comfort and support the Canadians here at home who have

families and friends in the area."a73

Those more directly affected by the confrict had plentv
time to organise and bring t.heir concerns to their M.p.s.
Clifford stated,

f think the Canadian Croatians have done
admirable work in bringing this cause forward. aTa

The impet.us for the debate did not originate from the Mulroney

of

öù
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government but rather from M.P.s whose constituents felt, "a sense

nf hof r: rz: 'l ll 475

Unlike previous cases, the debate on Yugoslavía took place

months before anv forces were offered or even requested. This

represented a radical change in the decision-making process

regarding participation in UNPKOs. Parliament was actually leading

the government. Members of the House of Commons were demanding, on

behalf of their constituents, that the government take action. As

Gaffney stated during the debate,

Thousands of Canadians cl-aim Yugoslavia as
their homeland. They and all Canadians want
this government to live up to its commitment
to advocate peace in the stronsest of terms.476

The Mulroney government had not acted swiftly nor decisively in

regards to Yugoslavia. There was no clear policy and no hope for

one at the time of the debate.

Members of Parliament have the responsibility to act in the

best interests of their constituents. If any M.P. was seen as

being non-responsive to the needs and desíres of their constituents

they would not retain theír seat. fn regard to potential

involvement in any UNPKO in Yugoslavia/ M.P.s attempted to induce

the government to act. Even M.P.s from the government side of the

House expressed the hope that the government woul-d act soon. This

v¡as in keeping with the decision making style of the Mulroney

government which allowed M.P.s to speak their minds freely. As Mr.

Geoff Scott stated at the beginnÍng of the Thirty Fourth

Parliamentary session,

This is the government which is allowing
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members of Parliament the freedom and
independence to speak out even if it happens
to embarrass or even go against the government.
I never noticed that happening in previous
governments. . . . f think that is something to'
be applauded. lwe have] total freedom to
speak out. .on behalf of our constituents.aTT

This freedom of discourse was in keeping with Mulroney's decision

making style and had a profound affect on the manner in which the

decision-making process operated.

As a consensus leader, Mulroney was unwilling to take a

position contrary to the United States without assurances that such

a decision would be popular at home. His emphasis and concern for
the press, ensured that he would be informed about the crisis and

would be sensitive to the growing demand for action. The intention

of the debate was to send a clear message to the government that
action was needed. As Axworthy stated,

We would l-ike to see very clearly that the
voices in this Parliament tonight speak out
to give some new resolve to the government,
to give some new will and determination.4Ts

By expressing its desire for action, Parlj-ament was to lead

the government on a path desired by Canadians. Axworthy

considered this a vital function of Parliament savinq,

Our obligation as parliamentarians is to
recognize that we must in the absence of
leadership from this government provide
l-eadership on behalf of the people that we
have the honour to represent.4Te

It was hoped that by presenting a unified position, Canada

con'ld nrnmnl-o ¿¡ international resnonse to the crisis. The debate

-{-+-^ññ+- to lead the conntrw in that direction. AS CliffordwaJ qll a L Lcltt , L- LLJ IgaLl Lllc uvurl Lri f rl L¡¡c

^+-f^,¡Þ L-A LgLr ,
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This is no time for partisan politics. This
is a time when this House should act together
and responsibly to keep the pressure and the
facts clearly before this government and let
other parliaments of the world know that we
as a group of parliamentarians want action. a80

The call for a non-partisan debate was one that v¡as heard during

previous debates concerning participation in UNPKOs. In this
instance however there was verv tittle rhetoric. The deqree of

human sufferinq made Yusoslavia a situation in which few were

willing to make political capital out of the lack of substantial

response. Instead, action was call-ed for and involvement within a

UNPKO was considered by many appropriate.

Barbara McDougall stated the government's position regarding

potential involvement in a peacekeeping operation saying,

We have called for the establ-ishment of a
peacekeeping mission and have indicated that
we are ready to contribute resources to such
a mission.481

There were no criticisms whatsoever, concerning this aspect of the

government's policy.

Many members were willing to show their support for this
chosen course of action. In fact, the only negative remarks

concerned the close American ties. Friesenas2, Edwardsrs3 and

Kempling, all recognized the government's position in their
remarks. Kempling went so far as to say:

f am proud of the way the Prime Minister and
the Secretary of State for external Affairs
have managed Canada's response to the yugoslav
crisis. Though Canada is far from beinq a
powerful force in central and eastern núrope,
we have been at the forefront of international
action to support efforts for peace and to
provide assistance to the innocent victims of
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this conf Iict. a8a

The problem was that the majority of the actions taken since the

outbreak of hostilities came from the private sector. There v¡as

littl-e action taken by the government in response to the vast

amount of human suffering going on.

The cautious position taken by the Mulroney g'overnment was Ín

keepíng with the Mulroney record in foreign affairs. The crisis
\¡¿as more a European concern and the Americans were unwil-linq to
become involved. Canadian parliamentarians were unwillinq to
follow that same course. Canada could still act independently in

the international community but the amount of power and influence

Canada could bring to bear v/as l-imited. If action (particularly

the creation of a UNPKO) was to be taken, it would have to involve

numerous countries to be effective. John Brewin recognized that,

"peacekeeping operations have become more comp1ex", and that, "a

peacekeeping mission in itself cannot solve the Yugoslav crisis. "a85

This debate provided the government with an opportunity to
present to parliament it's goals in seeking participation in a

UNPKO. This came in the form of presenting the various roles such

a force would have in the former Yugtoslavia. These included; the

supervision of a cease-fire, protection for minority groups /

assistance in the distributíon of humanitarian aid, the general-

mnn i r-nri nn ^f the aCtiVitieS Of the ynon-s I ar¡ â rmv . thc re -Lv! rrrY v! u¡¡e qv u! r uYvÐlq v q!¡ru / urrv

confirmation of existíng borders/ assistance in the reopening of

crucial- road and rail- networks, and finally, the establishment of
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confidence building measures at the grass roots level between the

rival factions.486 Tt was not clear what role the Canadian

crnr¡crnment nreferred. What was clear was that they were unwilling

to act unil-aterally.
The debate ended without a concrete course of action being

decided upon, but members did take the opportunity to demand a more

active role for Canada. It was not until the first of many U.N.

sponsored cease-fires took effect in January of 1-992 that the

European Community recognized the independence of Slovenia and

Croatia. Canada quickly followed suit. When the U.N. Security

Council approved the plan for UNPROFOR in February, Canada was soon

asked to contribute to the force. As with the previous case-

studies, ân Order in Council4sT authorized the sending'of troops.

There was no debate concerning this commitment and no subsequent

comment within the House of Commons.

It is clear to see t.he effect a Prime Minister like Brian

Mulroney had on the decision-making process in this situation.

There was no financial incentive, no risk to Canadian vital

interests just a conflict which nobody seemed able to resolve.

Instead of striving for a dynamic third party rofe, the Canadian

government followed in the footsteps of the western all-ies and

stuck to the sidelines. The matter would not have even been

discussed if opposition members did not demand an opportunity to

voice their concerns.

Instead of leading the nation on a course of dynamic

participation in int.ernational- affairs Brian Mulroney left Canada
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out of it. The matter did not even warrant his participation in
the debate on Yugoslavia. The official government position pLlt

forward by Barbara McDougall was one of support for a UNPKO- in
whatever form it would take. Such a lack of cfear direction oï
enthusiasm for such an eventuality were indicative of Mulroney's

lack of interest in i-nternational affairs. Instead of choosinq a

definite course of action and bringing that decision to parliament,

Parliament assumed the leadinq rol-e and demanded action.
This reversal of roles is easily understood when one considers

Mulroneyrs consensus style of leadership. Once assured that there
\,ùas support domestically for participation in such a force Canada

joined it once' it was created. The lack of debate concernins

Canadian participation is understandable since the House of Commons

had already discussed the matter. The government expressed its
intentions at that time and merely- followed throuqh with them once

the opportunity presented ítself. peacekeeping was no longer a

role to be argued against. fnstead, it was seen as a constructive
measure which the canadian public was willing to encourage.
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CONCLUSTONS

The differences between the three sovernments are as varied as

they are marked. Each Prime Minister brought with him a highly

individualised personal conception of their role, policy emphasis

and decision-making sty1e. The structural changes each government

introduced reflected, not only the personal predilections of the

l-eaders, but an evolution of the Canadian government system. The

content of the House of Commons debates reflect not onlv the

differences and changes each government brought to the situations
they faced, but demonstrate the consistency of invol-vement in
United Nations peacekeeping operations in Canada since 1956.

Although fundamentally similar in structure, the governments

of St. Laurent, Trudeau and Mulroney were radically different in
orientation, policy emphasis and decision-making styIe. Each

government had its own way of conducting the business of government

and made adaptations to the machinery of government to accommodate

I LòCII As diverse and radical as the differences are, each
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different periods in history.
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understand why the choice was
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involved in a UNPKO at three very

By understanding the differences and

and hi s oor¡ernment one mav l'ratf crr(rq_z !ç L Lç!

made to become involved in a UNpKO.

The active internationalism of the St. Laurent government has

never been repeated. Nor has there ever been a cl-oser or longer
rel-ationship between a Prime Minister and his secretary of state
for External Affairs. Each brought a dignity and respect to their
racno¡t'i r¡a -oles which resulted in their partnership beinq! vrvÈ w¡rrv¡r ¿ çÐ u! Lçu It¡

considered the 'Golden Age' of Canadian diplomacy. The decision to
become involved in the inaugural UNPKO v¡as representative of the
val-ues shared by these two. individual_s.

The conduct of the decision-making process reflected the close

ties between Pearson and St. Laurent. Atthough they kept in close

contact throughout the crisis, st. Laurent knew pearson's

capabilities and let him do what he thought was right. The fact of
the matter is that only Pearson could reconcile the varied
interests at the United Nations, devise a plan which would not make

a bad situation worse and offer it at the moment when it was needed

most. The initiative he showed at the United Nations forever
changed Canada's role internationally.

Since the crisis involved two of Canada's historic al-lies, St.

Laurent and pearson felt great pressure to become' involved.

Superpower involvement and the potential- of a major conflict
breakíng out provided incentive for Pearson to devise a plan of
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action which could extricate the British and the French from a

potentially disastrous situation. The desire to see the U.N.

become an effective institution al-so factored into the decision.

For the nation that suggested that such a force be created, it
^ jmn'l a m=ì-l-ar l-6 ar-:cent ãn i nVitatiOn tO oarti ci natc\ryc¡.ù cl v gr y Þ l-rrryrç trra L Lçr L, *IlV I Lct LI(JI] L(J

It was the crowning glory for a government which acted with
impunity in international- affairs, for none coul-d come close to
matching the abilities of Pearson and his Department of External

Affairs. Although in complet.e control of the executive and

bureaucrâ.c! r st. Laurent understood his responsibility to
Parliament. He called an emergency session of Parliament to ensure

that the Canadian people had their voices heard. Although largely
a formality, this debate set the precedent to be followed in
subsequent peacekeeping situations.

The Trudeau government was another Liberal- government which

(18 years later) enjoyed a rong term in office, but this is where

the similarities end. Trudeau was an intellectual who, in dealinq
with a new set of domestic and international real-ities, attempted

to bring order to the Canadian government's formulation of policy.
fn doing so, he refuted the ideal-istic internat.ionalism of past

Liberal governments, opting instead for realism. Foreign affairs
were of secondary importance to Trudeau but whenever they found
ì-Ìroi r r''â\' l-n the forefront ' hi s crô\¡êrnmentrs nol i.i cq nrr-rm^f crlsr¡e !v!çr!VIlu/ ¡¡rÐ yVVç!f--.._--_ _

real-ism.

When the second UNEF was created the Liberals had a minority
government and could ill-afford to have a contentious issue rock
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J-1-.¡ f--^.i'ì^ ¡*^l^.i1.:+-- m-..r^^,- -^*r.-tne rragrre b L-d.r-lrrrLy . -lrudeau conducted the decision-making

process as if it was business as usual-. Foreign pol-icy had been

reviewed and criteria laid down to'determine whether Canada would

participate in a UNPKO. Although the situation warranted globat

attention -with both superpowers invol-ved- it was familiar
territory. Times had changed since 1956 but peacekeeping still
provided a means for preventing escalation of the dispute which had

remained an area of active Canadian involvement. Trudeau

incorporated it into his 'realistic' vision of the world. So

although the emphasis had changed (realism instead of active

internationalism) the resulting decision was the same.

Nineteen years later, Brian Mulroney (the longest serving

Conservative Prime Minister since John A. Macdonald) also faced a

decj-sion regarding involvement in a UNPKO.. His emphasis on the

free enterprise system, integrated business values into Cänadian

government. He was a pragmatist, will-ing to do whatever j-t took to

get the job done. Consideration of American policy dominated

foreign affairs during his government but it was the pressing

domestic problems the country faced (particularly the debt and

Quebec separation) which held Mulroney's interest. Although Canada

maintained a commitment to multilateral institutions, they were not

a major area of concern.

Mulroney's conduct of the decision-making process refl-ected

his particular style in which consensus was sought at al-l- times.

Dissension was not allowed and there were to be no dynamic

initiatives which did not first have the Prime Minister's approval.
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Economics dominated the Mulroney political agenda. When the war in
ylloosl awi a lrrnÞa nrrl- Mrr'l rrrnêv r¡o.i r,crl hiS COnCefn and did l-ittle¿uyvÐJqv !q UI\J^ç UUL/ J.'IL¿-LI\JITCJ VV!Uçu ll

else. There v/as no threat of global annihil-ation, rro Canadian

Iives at stake/ and most importantly no interest on the part of the

Americans. It was not until- the opposition demanded a debate that

the issue was discussed by the government. Even then, the

initiative was left to the United Nations. The choice was a

reaction by the government to the growing public demands for

action.

Understanding the nature of the Prime Ministers involved

allows for a better understanding of the Canadian decision-making

process. Each government brought with them changes in emphasis

which affected the operation of sovernmenL. St. Laurent

'Liberalized' the bureaucracy and promoted a strong, dynamic

foreign policy with Pearson. Trudeau conducted his review, which

allowed many of Canada's traditional interests to be brought up to

date. Mulroney politicized the bureaucracv and ensured he was

involved in al-l aspects of governing.

Each of these changes reaffirms one t.hinq - that ultimate
decision-makinq authority rests with the P.M.. As Westell states,

There are some authorities who argue that
Cabinet government has now become Prime
Ministerial government. Certainly, Prime
Ministers have become more important in the
scheme of things in this century. Where once
they were said to be -first among equals' in
a Cabinet, they are now seen to dominate
their Cabinets and to exercise enormous
personal power. *88

As the case studies have illustrated, each P.M. set the tone for
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'l-ha qtr¡l o and nn'l i aì a- aÇ Iq¡¡u uvr¿u!sÐ ur che Government,189

There are usually- a handful of policies that a Prime Miníster

believes require his ongoing attention, because he views them as

essential. aeo During the St. Laurent government this included the

pursuit of an active international-ist role for Canada in world

AI IAII 5 . During the Trudeau government the emphasis was on

domestic matters but did not deter the government from findinq
meaningful roles internationally. fhe Mulroney g'overnment was

fixated on American policies but maintained support for
multil-ateral institutions. Each P.M. made his mark on the

executive decision-makinq process, but none could alter his

parliamentary obligations .

The role of the House of Commons is to promote accountability

by the executive to the electorate. Matters of policy direction
^-r ^--L^^i ^ rra rio¡iriorl rrrl.rlì hrz tha a:¡or-rrtir¡a :q r.rrêq'i dorl nrrar hr¡clrlLt elttt/rJ,ctÞ rÞ ctJ- g L¿e\-_L\LçL,t Ltu-^- - , J_L¿cLl (J v c! lJv

the P.M.. The executive operates in private, and is accountable,

if at all, only after the exercise of its authority.ott As

Whittington and Williams state,

The opposition in Parl-iament, because it is
not in control of the parliamentary agenda,
cannot insist that significant public issues
be addressed on the fl-oor of the Commons be-
fore the government takes any action. Many
important policy decisions are taken by Order-
in-Council without the benefit of parliamentary
debate. ae2

Although this point is generally true, analysis of the three

debates demonstrates that certain parliamentary requirements

regarding involvement in UNPKOs have changed.

In all three case studies, ân Order in Council was passed
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authorizing the use of Canadian troops in a UNPKO. However, the

timing and length of the debates concerning involvement in a UNPKO

varied dramatically between case studies. The debate over the

first UNEF was called directly after the Order in Council v/as

passed. It raged for five days and in that time opposition members

aggressively attacked the government, not concernj-ng the

desirability of participating in such a force, but regarding the

attitude of the St. Laurent government towards England and France.

The attacks were personal and meant to disrupt St. Laurent who had

strong feelings on the matter.

The debate over UNEF fI came swiftJ-y after an Order in Council-

was passed committing troops to the force. The opposition once

again agreed with the principles of peacekeeping but attacked the

government's perceived need to participate in the force. The

debate was a one day affair and opposition arguments had little
credibility. Trudeau did not even attend and many members did not

feel the need to participate in the debate. The Trudeau review

made the decision appear simple and well considered.

It is in the final case study that one can see the most marked

change in parliamentary practice. In L992 the debate came about

not as the result of government action but as the resul-t of
government inaction. Standing Order 52 was invoked as the result
of a public outcry concerning the tragedy in the former Yugoslavia.

At that time potential involvement in an UNPKO was discussed. It
could hardly be called a debate since there was so little
disagreement that a Canadian role was positive and desirabte. As
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this was the case, when an Order in Council was passed committing

Canadians to the force no debate was held. Neíther the sovernment

nor the opposition felt the committing of some'5000 Canadian troops

warranted a debate. It would appear that the pursuit of

accountability regarding involvemenL in UNPKOs has changed

rìramat i ¡e I I r¡ ar¡all-ha r¡aarcu!vqr¿J vvç! u¡¡ç Jçq!Ð.

The opposition is supposed to provide alternatives to the

current government's progrram and ensure that the country is
governed in an efficient manner. This has not historically been

the case. As Westell states,

the opposition's major role is to discredit
the government, both the ministers individually
and their policies collectively. Rather than
participating in government, the Opposition
seeks to prevent the Cabinet from governing
ef f ective.l-v. ne3

In Parliament, the giovernment explains and justifies its action (or

inaction) not to a sympathetic audience anxious to offer
assistance, but to an organized, institutionalized opposition bent

on demonstrating the inappropriateness and inefficiencies of

g,overnment policy. aea

The structure and distribution o'f responsibilitv in the

Canadian giovernment has not changed significantly from case study

to case study. One of the trends revealed is a steady increase in

Cabinet size over the years. Cabinets grew from sixteen during the

St. Laurent giovernment to 28 in Trudeau's after the 1968 election.

This tendency reached an all time record of 40 mj-nisters in
Mulroney's Cabinet of 19BB.oes Although the number of players has

increased, the House of Commons has remained the forum for the
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presentation of competing views.

The opposition is charged with ensuring that
the responsibility of the government to the
House of Commons is more than a formality.n'u

However, âs the first two case studies illustrate, opposition

parties appear to have been convinced that the resources at their

disposal were to be used for short-term partisan gain. Involvement

in UNPKOs was seen as another opportunity to make the government
AO1l_ooK þad. =-'

ñ..*.: *- +1uLr,.r'y une debate over the first UNEF, the opposition went to

great lengths to embarrass the government. They attempted to
nnrl- rl rr l- 1r a government as supporting actions that could have

resulted in the Middle East becoming subjugated by the Communists

and destroying the western alliance. In Lhe second case study, the

opposition attacked the government's position by claiming that the

Canadian people deserved better than to be forced into

participation in a UNPKO/ even though there was no disagreement

with the force in principle.

One must seriouslv question the quality and persuasiveness of

such criticÍsm from the opposition. Regardless of their true

beliefs/ opposition parties are expected to oppose. ITIIù

understanding is fundamental to the entire edifice of adversarial

politics. Many Canadians appear to have lost patience with the

idea that good government requires constant criticism on the part

of the opposition.

They wonder whether it is best to organize a
political system on the assumption that there
exists nothing but conflicting interests.
If Parl-iament is a deliberative assembly, why
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are there so few public examples of consensus
and agreement?as8

It is in the third case study, the debate concerningr yugo-slavia,

where the first real signs of consensus and agreement can be seen.

Perhaps it is due to the fact that there had not yet been a

commitment, or perhaps the nature of the statute under which the
debate was convened did not allow outright criticism, that allowed

the debate to be conducted in such congenial fashion. The fact
remains that even though the principle of peacekeeping was never

questioned in previous debates, 7992 saw the only debate in which

a consensus was recognized and built upon with the intention of
precipitating government action.

It may be argued that the debate was merely a reflection of
the personal decision-making style of Mul-roney himself, and there
would be some truth to that. As a consensus leader, overlv
sensitive to potentially negative responses from the United States,
Mrr'l rnnô\¡ rr7^rrl C want to be assured of a farrr-rrrrelrl a nrrtrl i r: resnÕnseLv !e qrÐ u! çu V! q ! q V VU! qUIg Yulrlv ! çÐt/vrrÞç

to involvement in a UNPKO in the former Yugoslavia before making

such a commitment.

Mulroney's trademark.

This reliance on public acceptance v¡as

t-a nl¡ ñ^r¡ô¡. llment had a cra rf .i cll I a r:v v vr ¡¡¡L.v¡r s ¡¡qu q t/qr Lf vutq!

nll[rlir- which it hrarrrrhf fn cnr¡arnmanJ-f u !!vu\:r¡rL uv Yvvç!rlrLrç¡lu.

decision-making, Pearson stated:

view concerninq the Canadian

In speaking about executive

Public opinion had rarely infl_uenced Canada's
international policy. . .The government usually
must decide what t.o' do in the face of rapidty
developing circumstances and then educate
the public accordingly.o"

Trudeau's outspoken l-eadership stvle left little doubt as to where
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the public belonged.

I have the strongest disapproval for people
who think that by pressure/ by making enough
noise or raising enough signs, they can make
the decisions. I think they should infl-uence
the decisions. I think their input should
be received. But I think they are wrong when
they sâ1rr -Wel-l-, the government has not
listened to us because it has not done what
everyone wants it to do' . soo

These two positions were in keeping with the decision-making styles
demonstrated by each government in the case studies and stand in
marked contrast to the style of the Mul_roney sovernment. The fact
that the debate within the House of Commons preceded the formation

of a UNPKO may be attributed to the influence public opinion had on

Prime Minister Mulroney. He was wiltinq to discuss the maLter

prior to making any commitment to ensure that such a chosen course

of action had the support of the canadian peopre. once such an

opportunity became available, the government did not hesitate to
parti-cipate.

However, that does not expl-ain why there was no debate once

the decision was announced in the order in Council some three
months rater. Although understandabl-e in the context of
personality of the P.M., the parliamentary requirement would still
be present. The government must, of necessity, meet its
Parl-iamentary obligations. If it does not, the opposition is there

to ensure that it does.

Apparently the parliamentary requirement of holding a debate

concerning the sending of troops to a uNpKo has chanqed

dramatically. fn the final case study the Mulroney government,
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having debated the issue once under Standing order 52, fett no need

to debate the matter a second time. This was an acceptable

position to the opposition as well since there were no calls for a

debat.e once the commitment was announced.

Every Canadian government considered in this study has found

no resistance within the House of Commons to the principtes of
peacekeeping. Although oppositions have historically striven for
partisan advantage during such debates, peacekeeping is a rera-
tively uniting issue in an otherwise divisive political landbcape.

St. Laurent and Pearson created a position for Canada within the

international community which Canadians have been loathe to
dismiss. As Leach states,

Peace-keeping appeals to Canadians because
it satisfies an urge for the assumption of
a leading constructive role in world affairs. sol

The fact that we feel- peacekeeping is a good thing, and persuade

ourselves to support it, creates just as much of a reality as an

objective, sober, highly gualified assessment of the substance of
na¡ ¡al¿ooni nn 502

What has been demonstrated by the case studies is that debates

concerning potential- involvement in uNPKos have changed

dramatically over time. There no longer appears to be a parlia-
mentary imperative to debate involvement in UNPKOs. The decreasing

amount of po'litical advantage gained by the opposition in each

debate made them shorter and less substantive. In fact, it would

appear that despite radical differences in personality, decision-

making style and historical context, support for UNPKO has been
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favourable. Public support has apparently grown to such an extent
+lâ-+ +l^^LrrqL Lrrs yuvernlnênt need not debate decisions to participate in

UNPKOs any longer. This represents not only a recognition of the

perceived merits of peacekeeping but. an institutional adjustment to
1. hat qâmê norr.nnl- ì nn
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